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Southern Terminus of the PCT April 4, 2014
D-day at last! We arose before the sun—and discovered a layer of ice over everything. So much for warm and sunny California. The temperature had dropped into the 20’s overnight, so we were glad we’d packed blankets for the horses (and
so were they). After breakfast, we loaded Takoda into the trailer and headed south to the trail terminus outside of Campo,
which was about half an hour’s drive
from our campground. The reality of
being so close to the border was reinforced by the constant presence of border patrol vehicles, which we saw everywhere, as well as helicopters at times
overhead; in fact, a border patrol truck
followed us down the dirt road to the
trail head. We unloaded, saddled up,
took the obligatory photos, and then
Takoda and I were off—my first day’s
ride on the PCT!
In my day pack I had maps, cell phone,
satellite communicator, water, and
lunch. Takoda and I were headed to
Lake Morena, about 20 miles away.
The plan was to meet my mom at the
lake where I would switch out Takoda
for Shyla, and finish the last 6 miles to
Boulder Oaks on Shyla. I started a little
after 8 a.m., had lunch around mile 15,
and arrived at Lake Morena around
2pm. Takoda and Shyla were so excited to see each other and I’m sure the
horse dialog was something like
“imagine that—you!—here!—in the
middle of nowhere!” Then I took off
on Shyla and we rode the remaining 6
miles to the campground, arriving before 4 pm.
So I made good time for the first day
on the trail and the horses seemed to
take it all in stride. My dad and stepmom, Nancy, had driven down to be
there with me at the beginning, so we all
had and early dinner around a campfire, and then we tucked the horses (and ourselves!) into bed by 8pm.

Second Day Surprises April 5, 2014
So there was a surprise this morning when my mom and I woke up to rain. Mother Nature is definitely proving to be
fickle. The terrible drought throughout this winter is one of the things we most worried about before we began, as many
of the usual water sources on the trail would be non-existent this year, as well as not being able to count on grazing for
the horses.
With the surprise rain in the morning, we decided to alter our “best-laid plans,” which had called for me to ride
33.miles, swapping horses at the Mount Laguna Lodge, and then for us to camp in a parking lot at the Sunrise Trail
Head—the closest place where horses were permitted overnight, after we were told that the Mount Laguna campground
didn’t allow them. But instead we decided to stay another night at Boulder Oaks, to save the work of breaking camp and
setting up again, and because the horse pens here are easier than high-lining them in the parking lot. The revised plan
was to switch horses after about 16 miles, then ride the second horse about another 10 miles, shortening today’s miles
and making the next day (which was only going to be about 18 miles) a little longer, so it’s more even. We’re figuring
out that a little flexibility is a good (and necessary) thing.
Anyhow the first 16 miles with Shyla went pretty smoothly even with the rain, which thankfully ceased after the first 4
miles. Those 16 miles were mainly a steady increase in elevation as we got to over 5,000 feet in order to climb over Mt
Laguna. There were even a few patches of snow waiting for us at the top. Around 1pm I switched horses, though it took
me a while to find the meeting spot at Laguna Mountain Lodge and we had to walk (very quickly) down a small bit of
highway.
Shortly after getting back on
the trail with Takoda, we
passed a hiker, who I’ll call
Mr. Tattoos. He was a pretty
fast hiker and kept pace
with Takoda and I. My
knees were sore around mile
20 so I dismounted and led
Takoda while continuing to
chat with Tattoos. At some
point around mile 21 we
missed a switchback in the
trail and continued on another trail/dirt road that was
still covered with hiker footprints. This side trail quickly became overgrown with fallen trees and Takoda was having some trouble getting through it all. After a quarter mile
or so the trail disappeared into what looked like an old landslide that continued quite a ways down the steep hillside.
Tattoos and I thought we saw the trail continue on down below so naturally we proceed to slide down the steep hillside
with Takoda loyally following us. After descending about 30 ft we all realized this was not the best idea, checked our
gps and maps, and saw that we had missed the trail which was far above us on top of the ridge. So we now had to
scramble our way back up. The dirt was very deep and soft and was littered with large rocks. Getting down wasn’t too
bad because we simply slid down, going up was much harder. It was like climbing up a VERY steep sand dune with
rocks in it. While scrambling up, I was having a hard time holding onto Takoda and keeping my balance, so about half
way up I just let Takoda go had he quickly hopped (that’s really the only word for it) to the top. Tattoos was able to
catch him and hold on to Takoda while I finished my climb.
So that was an interesting off-trail adventure and thankfully we all made out okay, if not very tired and a little shaken
up. Lessoned learned, check maps before doing anything difficult incase you are totaling off-trail. The rest of our five
miles were uneventful and Tattoos and I eventually ran into my mom. My mom and I spent out 3rd and last night at
Boulder Oaks, as we will move camp to Cuyamaca the next day. So day two and 52 miles down!

Three Legs on Day Three April 6, 2014
I started the day at Pioneer Mail picnic area near Laguna Mountain, where I had ended the day before
when Mom picked up Takoda and me with the trailer.
This morning I started out on Shyla, then switched to
Takoda at mile 59 at the Sunrise Trail Head. It turns
out that the trail head would have been a good place to
camp with horses, as there was a horse trough and
pipe corrals, as well as plenty of grass for grazing.
We're definitely finding out that helpful information
about equestrian camps along the trail has been hard to
come by so far, but maybe we'll get better at finding
out what we need to know as we go along.
While I headed to Scissors Crossing, at mile 77, my
dad and stepmom Nancy helped Mom move the two
trucks and horse trailers to Cuyamaca State Park,
where we planned to camp overnight. Along the way,
I stopped to give Takoda water at mile 68, ladling water from a pipe well with a dipper made of a cut-off
Gatorade bottle. He definitely was grateful for the
drink! I also jumped down to catch a three-legged
horny-toed lizard that I came across. He was missing
most of his left hind leg, perhaps when something
tried to make a meal of him sometime, but he was fat
and sassy and obviously thriving.
By the time we got to Scissors Crossing, Takoda and I
were both hot and tired and very glad to see Mom
waiting with the trailer, ready to take us back to camp
for dinner.

On the Road Again April 6, 2014
On Sunday we shifted campsites, moving to Green Valley horse camp in Cuyamaca State Park. It really wasn't all that
conveniently located for what we were doing, and if we had known about some other possible options we probably
would have done something different, as we had to do a lot of driving between here and Scissors Crossing, where mom
picked me up on Sunday and dropped me off again on Monday, but it was a beautiful campground, and I had gone horse
camping at Cuyamaca years ago with my first horse, Sparky, a white Arabian gelding, so I had many good memories to
revisit there. And by the way, this is what our caravan looks like traveling down the road--the camper and "rust bucket"
with extra food and equipment, and my truck and trailer, which I'll be trying to keep with me for resupplying the horses
and myself along the way as we proceed with the PCT once my mom can't shadow us for support any longer.

Mile 100 April 7, 2014
Today found me passing a milestone when I reached
100 PCT miles on the way from Scissors Crossing to
Barrel Springs. It was one of the hardest stretches of
trail that we've had so far, as we wound along the
spine of a ridge through rocky, barren terrain. Mile
100 came just before we arrived at Barrel Springs,
with its cool and refreshing shade and welcome water
trickling into a trough.

A Welcome Sight April 7, 2014
The green and shady oasis of Barrel Springs felt like
heaven after the long, hot, and barren ride across the
spine of the hills up from Scissors Crossing. There
was a pool with water tricking into it--where Shyla
was very happy to get a drink at last!

Tree of Shoes

April 7, 2014

While I was crossing my 100 mile trail marker on
my way from Scissors Crossing to Barrel Springs on
Monday, my mom was moving vehicles to keep up
with me. First we drove both vehicles to Scissors
Crossing where she dropped Shyla and me off to
start our trek, then she drove to Barrel Springs where
she let Takoda graze for a while on the nice green
grass there. She also met three Russian hikers who
took lots of pictures of Takoda and seemed enamored of the horse. Then she took Takoda to Paradise
Valley Ranch, where we planned to camp for the
next two days while I was riding this section. After
that, she went back to Barrel Springs and parked my
truck and trailer there, then rode her bike back on the
road to Scissors Crossing to pick up the camper and
the other horse trailer that we left there. Along the
way she passed this tree full of shoes . . . perhaps
thrown there by PCT hikers with blisters?!

A Line in the Sand April 7, 2014
It might not look like much, but it still felt good to see
this marker indicating that we'd passed 100 miles--and
obviously the people before me who took the time to
make this thought so too!

Obstacles April 8, 2014
On Tuesday I faced the first of what I'm certain will be many challenges along the way when I encountered a tree blocking the trail--or rather, the first of what turned out to be two separate downed trees. I had purchased a saw and a folding
shovel as ways to cope with things like this, but unfortunately I didn't have either of them with me on this day; I was
thinking that during this section the water issue was my main concern. I was on Takoda at this point; I started the day at
Barrel Springs (where I left off on Monday) by riding Shyla 8 miles to Warner Springs, where the community center
there has a wonderful PCT support center,
with dedicated volunteers helping hikers by
preparing food, doing laundry, providing
showers and internet service--all the necessities of life! There even turned out to be
some horse corrals there, and if I had known
that ahead of time, we could have camped
there the previous night.
At Warner Springs I switched to Takoda and
continued on for another 18 miles, passing
the three Russian hikers who had met Takoda the day before at Barrel Springs. They
took some more photos, and later I met another woman on the trail and we walked together for a while and got to know each other. She had hiked the Appalachian Trail previously and was now attempting the PCT. Eventually she stopped to camp
for the evening, while I continued on, trying to reach Lost Valley Road, a dirt road where my mom was going to pick us
up with the trailer and take us back to Paradise Valley Ranch. That's when I came across this tree. It took me quite a
while to remove some branches and get a place where Takoda could finally go over it--which he wasn't all that thrilled
about doing, although he finally did. By this time we were only about two miles from Lost Valley Road and I really didn't want to turn back! Then around the next corner was the second tree, but this one was high enough that when I took
off the saddle Takoda was able to squeeze underneath it. It was getting dark when we finally met up with my mom and
began the long, slow drive back to Paradise Valley Ranch. When we were most of the way there, we saw Ford Bronco
pass us going up the hill, then turn around and follow us back down--it turns out the Bronco belonged to the son of Dawn
Pierce, the manager and trainer at Paradise Valley Ranch, who got so worried about us being late (and couldn't get ahold
of us because there was no cell reception on Lost Valley Road) that she sent her son out to look for us! I have been so
touched by the warm welcome and support that everyone along the PCT has offered us and the way that people are so
generous and caring--it really makes it feel like I don't have to do this all alone.

A Beautiful Evening

April 9, 2014

It was a long day, but we made it to Idyllwild and
settled into McCall Memorial Park (which we had
entirely to ourselves) just in time to see this gorgeous
sunset.

To Paradise & Beyond! April 9, 2014
Paradise Cafe is a famous destination on where the PCT crosses Highway 74 outside of Idyllwild . . . and this sign is
meant to give tired hikers hope. This where I began my day on Wednesday on Shyla, with Highway 54 and the cafe as
ending point. Along the way, I crossed paths again with my three Russian friends (who now had a new horse to take
photos of) and I also saw the same young woman I had met along the trail the day before. All four of them were concerned about how they might get into Idyllwild after
reaching the highway, as there is a section of the PCT
that is closed between Highway 74 and Idyllwild due to
a previous fire there making the trail unsafe. I promised
to try to provide a ride to them if I could the next day.
Around 2:30pm, I met my mom, who was riding Takoda down the trail so we could switch horses. She had
earlier driven the camper to Paradise Cafe, then got a
ride back with Dawn, and now another PCT volunteer,
Lawrence Peabody, was helping by guiding her with the
truck and trailer to meet me at a water cache off of Coyote Canyone Rd. in Anza; she said that if Lawrence
hadn't been helping her, she probably never would have
found the place. It down was another long, bumpy, difficult dirt road, and when the truck tires started spinning
up a hill, she parked the trailer and got on Takoda and
rode him the rest of the way to join me. Takoda and
Shyla gave each other their usual enthusiastic greeting
when they caught sight of each other on the trail, and
they weren't happy when I switched saddles and rode
Takoda the rest of the way while Mom took Shyla on to
McCall Memorial Park, where we were going to camp
that night. Before I got on, I had to pick several cactus
thorns out of Shyla's front legs. I had first encountered
the nasty choya cactus while I was riding with Tattoos,
and he advised me to bring along tweezers to make removing them easier, so at least I was prepared for the task
this time.

Over the Mountain April 10, 2014
Once Takoda and I started down the other side of
San Jacinto, we were taunted by the vision of the 10
interstate crossing the desert below us on the way to
Palm Springs. It seemed as if no matter how far we
walked, it never got any closer!

A Long Way Down April 10, 2014
So Thursday was another interesting day on the PCT. It
started early, when I drove out to Paradise Cafe in order
to give a ride to four hikers who--like me--were having
to skip the closed section between Highway 74 and
Idyllwild, where a recent fire had made the trail unsafe.
I had passed them--my three Russian friends and the
young woman I'd hiked with the first day out of Warner
Springs--on the trail on Wednesday and promised to give them a ride if I could before I headed out on Thursday. They
all camped along the trail Wednesday night, when it proved too difficult to cover the whole distance to Highway 74, but
they rose early and booked it to Paradise Cafe to catch the shuttle bus (which was me). It felt good to give back a little
bit after all the kindness that so many people have shown to me just in the little time I've been on the trail so far. Between the volunteers at Warner Springs Community Center, other hikers on the trail, Dawn at Paradise Valley Ranch,
and Lawrence showing my mom the back roads of Anza, we've been overwhelmed by the warm and selfless generosity
of so many people.
And we encountered more of that later on Thursday. One of the things that Lawrence had warned us about and which
Ziggy and the Bear, the trail angels in Whitewater, later confirmed, was that the Black Mountain road, the access road I
needed to take to get up to the PCT from Idyllwild, was closed by a locked gate. It had previously been open this year,
but was not mysteriously locked. That was going to add another 6 miles to my trek over San Jacinto. Lawrence had
given my mom a number for the San Bernardino National Forestry office, and on Thursday morning a supervisor there
that she spoke with several times on Wednesday told her that a ranger would call her, but he never did. So as we drove
along 243 to Black Mountain Road, we did a little legwork of our own. We stopped at Idyllwild Park, hoping to find a
ranger there, but it turned out to be a county park, so not the right agency. But the friendly ranger there directed us to
the national forest ranger station in town . . which turned out to be closed on Wednesdays and Thursdays! Then we went
across the street to the fire department, thinking they would have connections, and they made some phone calls for us,
but their information was even more discouraging, as they were told the entire trail down the hill was closed (which was
the reason for the gate being locked). The fire chief who was helping us actually said he didn't believe that was true (and
we were sure it wasn't either) but he couldn't do anything else to help. But luck was on our side, for as we continued up
the road we crossed another ranger driving the other way, and we managed to flag him down. It turned out that he wasn't part of the national service either, but he did have a key that he was willing to use, and he unlocked the gate for us
and let us through!
Getting past the gate turned out to be only part of it, however; we had another six miles of very washed out, rough and
rocky dirt road to cover (while pulling a horse trailer). We did get stuck once, when the tires spun out and we started
sliding backwards, which was scary with the trailer behind us on a narrow, steep hill. But after backing up and trying
again, we then off-loaded Takoda and managed to get through. I don't know if Takoda really thought getting back in the
trailer was a good idea, but he did it, and I think in the end he appreciated the lift, because he had a long day's ride
ahead.
Once we finally got to the end of the road, we saddled up and began our ride, cresting the mountain and getting a good
view of the little bit of snow remaining at the top of San Jacinto. After that, it was a long, rugged descent to the valley
floor 6000 feet below.

Turbines & Trains & Tunnels—oh my!

April 11, 2014

The horses might not be afraid of snakes, but once I reached the valley floor on Thursday evening I did encounter a
whole new set of frightening horse-eating monsters--or so Takoda seemed to think. First it was the Spinning Pinwheels
of Death, as Takoda imagined the whirling wind turbines of the Cabazon Pass to be. Then it was the Freight Train from
Hell that roared straight toward us huffing and puffing and whistling and
honking. After that came the Tunnel of Doom, which was the underpass
of the interstate that threatened to swallow us up alive. By this time it was
growing dark (my mom had planned to meet us to swap horses at Snow
Creek, but driving over the mountain three times--once with the camper
then back with my dad and stepmom and Dad's cousin Gordon and then
back again with the truck and trailer with Shyla--had taken longer than
expected, especially after the long drive back down from Black Mountain
road), and I was trying to find Ziggy and the Bear in Whitewater, the trail
angels where we planned to spend the night. The Bear even drove out in
search of me with my mom, but all they kept finding were our hoofprints in the sand, and by the time they got back, Takoda and I had managed to find our way there on our own. Mom and I made a make-shift corral by angling our two
trucks and trailers together into a rectangle (literally circling the wagons) and then I got to meet some of my fellow PCT
hikers who were also taking advantage of the wonderful hospitality offered by Ziggy and the Bear, who have already
hosted 54 people this year--I was number 55, and got my mug shot taken by the Bear to prove it!

On My Way to Big Bear April 11, 2014
I'm on my way to Big Bear! And for the first time, I'm going to do what I always planned to do (but which was made
difficult by the lack of water and the uncertainty about Shyla's fitness for the trail). So far, I've been riding light and
switching off horses in order to get through this water-challenged southern part of the trail and to spare the horses as
much as possible. Sometimes one has a long day and the other a shorter day (when Mom meets me to swap horses somewhere) and sometimes it is just one on the trail while the other rests. But today I'm actually packing for the first time.
I'm riding Shyla and Takoka is carrying the pack with food and equipment, and we're planning to stay at Mission Springs
Trail Camp in the San Bernardino mountains. I'm counting on there being water there (and the PCT water report has assured me there is), but Takoda is carrying 20 liters for the long, hot climb up the mountainside. It's going to be my first
night actually camping out on my own . . . but hopefully not my last!

Big Bear! April 12, 2014
I climbed up out of Whitewater on Friday, after a two hour delay when I had to stop about three miles into the trail and
re-pack Takoda's pack saddle; apparently I hadn't done quite as good of a job that morning as I thought, or needed a little
more practice for "the real deal." But eventually I got things
straightened out, and we proceeded to Mission Creek trail camp.
We arrived after dark, due to that delay, so it was a little difficult
to find the springs and the horse corrals and set up everything, but
I managed. It was a very cold night, however, for a first night on
the trail, and I shivered my way through till dawn, when it finally
got a little warmer (then, just as I should have been getting up, it
was finally warm enough to sleep soundly). So I got a slower start
in the morning than I would have liked, and once again we found
ourselves riding in the dark during the last few miles of the trail.
But there was a brilliant almost full moon to light my way, so that
helped a lot. Mom parked the trailer where the PCT crossed the 18 near Baldwin Lake outside Big Bear City, and she
walked down the trail to meet me. Then we trailered the horses back to Shay Meadows Stables, where I was going to
board the horses for the next couple of days. I was very late when I finally climbed into bed (a real one in the camper!)
and I have to say that it sure felt good after that cold night on the trail.

I’m Loving the Reptiles on the PCT
April 10, 2014
A hiker on the PCT that I met asked me what I was liking most and
least about my journey so far. My least favorite part was easy--it's all
the downed trees that block the trail and make progress difficult. And
my favorite . . . that was easy too; it's all the amazing reptiles that I see
along the way, like this beautiful little rattlesnake.

Leaving Big Bear April 15, 2014
On Monday I took a rest day--my first since starting the trail on the 4th!
The horses have been able to trade off in terms of long days, with one or
the other having a rest while the other one put in the
miles, but I've been at it all day long each day, trying
to take advantage of the time that Mom had to help
me while she was on spring break. But on Sunday
she went home, leaving me and the horses in Big
Bear. She dropped the truck and trailer on a dirt road
outside Fawnskin before she left, then took me back
to the trail crossing at the 18, and I put in some more
distance with Takoda on Sunday before taking Monday off. I also had a bit of a concern with Shyla,
who was getting abrasions from the SMB boots that
she was wearing; ironically, we were trying to protect her legs, but all the sweat and dirt was creating
raw spots instead, and after the long trek up from Whitewater Friday
and Saturday, she was swollen and sore on Sunday. So we're resting her
for a couple days, and I spent my day off getting supplies to doctor her
up. Then on Tuesday I hit the PCT again with Takoda, on my way to

Past the Pass April 17, 2014
Thursday was a very long day's ride (over 30 miles)
on Takoda as we went from Silverwood into the
Wrightwood area, where my mom met us on a dirt
road off the PCT and took us to Wendy's for the
night. Takoda was very happy to see Shyla again,
and he'll be even gladder when he figures out that
he's going to get a rest, as I'll ride her the next couple
of days until I take both of them together again when
my mom goes back to work.

On to Wrightwood April 17, 2014
After a night at Silverwood Lake, where the rangers were very helpful
in opening up a campground and making sure I had water for the horses
(and a shower for me!), I headed down to the Cajon Pass and then toward Wrightwood. Meanwhile, Mom was meeting her friend Kim Williams' husband Larry Westrick and driving up to Big Bear to get the
truck and trailer I left behind there (as well as picking up Shyla). When
she got to Shay Meadow Stables, Jana, the wonderfully helpful woman
who owns the stables and had been looking after Shyla after I left, told
us that the vet was there, so we had him look at Shyla's legs. The things
we had been doing had already helped a lot, and my vet in Topanga had
also sent along some antibiotics and other treatments with my mom.
But I was so relieved when the vet in Big Bear gave her a soundness
exam and a clean bill of health to continue on the trail. I have been so
fortunate to have so many supportive people at each stop along the way,
and I was very grateful for Jana's help and glad that the vet thought she
would recover from her sores without any problems. So I was feeling
much better about things as I left the San Bernardino mountains and
headed to Cajon Pass, where I crossed under the 15 interstate and headed into the Angeles forest and up towards Wrightwood, where Larry
was helping my mom relocate nearby. We're going to stay for a couple
nights with a woman named Wendy, at her Proven Spots Ranch in Pinon Hills; she has been incredibly kind in opening her home to us for
the next couple of days as a base while we navigate the PCT through
Wrightwood.

Caught in a Snowstorm April 18, 2014
On the day that I rode up Mt. Baden Powell, a storm suddenly blew up
the mountain with thunder and lightning and snow!

Up, Up and Over April 18, 2014
I had been warned by many people about the dangerous conditions on
Mt. Baden Powell, where snow was lingering at the high elevation (over
9000 ft.), especially on the north facing slopes. So my mom took advantage of the fact that I had a long ride before I got there to climb the
mountain, taking a shovel to break a path in the snow if necessary.
Most of the trail seemed clear, but it was just our luck that a freak storm
blew in as I was headed up towards her. It started to thunder and lightning, and at the base of the mountain there was rain, but as I went higher, the rain turned to snow. Mom was already getting snowed on, so she
headed down, and we met on the way. I thought the storm was beginning to let up, so I continued on, although the snow flurries continued
even as I reached the top of the mountain. Finally the last thunderclap
hit as Shyla and I wound along the spine of the ridge to the west of Baden Powell; I was going to exit the trail for the day at a point further
along by Highway 2, where Mom picked us up in the trailer. The horse
and I were thoroughly cold and wet by the time we arrived!

Balancing Act April 18, 2014
After I came over the top of Mt. Baden Powell (named for the intrepid
founder of the Boy Scouts) I traversed a narrow ridge (right) on my way
to Dalton Saddle, where I would end my ride for the day.

Out of the Angeles National Forest
April 20, 2014
I spent my Easter Sunday riding out of the Angeles Forest, heading towards Agua Dulce and a long awaited stay at the Saufley's; but first I
was going to camp at North Forks Ranger Station with Takoda and Shyla. I had a new set of panniers (saving the bear resistant ones for the
Sierras) and this was my first day using them (below). We got a late
start due to some technical difficulties with the new equipment, but finally I was underway with the horses.

Trail Angels! April 21, 2014
I have to add a word of gratitude for the many wonderful people who have helped me along the way, especially the
amazing trail angels who open their homes and their hearts to those of us on the PCT. On Monday, April 21st, I arrived
at the Saufley's in Agua Dulce--and promptly threw up. I had been riding for 18 miles from North Forks Ranger Station,
feeling worse and worse; apparently, I had a case of food poisoning or managed to drink some bad water. Whatever it
was, it did me in. If Donna Saufley hadn't been there to help with the horses and give me a place to recover, I don't
know how I would have coped; I was very, very ill for hours, then dehydrated all the next day, and Donna was wonderful in helping me to feel better. Thankfully, once I got everything out of my system--rather violently--I recovered fairly
quickly, and the next day my favorite horse shoer, Joe Vaca, made a special trip all the way to Agua Dulce to put new
shoes on the horses. They were shod only twenty days earlier, just before I left to start the trail, but the 454 miles we've
put on since then had worn the shoes paper thin in just those three weeks. After I left the Saufley's following a zero day,
I was met with open arms by the Anderson's at their Casa de Luna, as they call their home which most people arrive at
about a month after beginning in Campo. There they graciously turned over their backyard to my horses, even helping
me to pick grass for the horses to eat the next morning, in addition to feeding me a delicious breakfast before I headed
off to Hikertown. At Hikertown, Bob made room for my horses among the llamas and fixed up a room for me among
the Old West frontier town setting there--and he even went out of his way to get a hot water heater going so I could have
a hot shower! Of course, before this I had also stayed with Ziggy and the Bear (and the Bear had even gone hunting for
me in the dark of the desert with my mom when I had trouble locating their house). And besides those who dedicate
themselves to the PCT, I've also experienced such kindness from others along the way--Dawn Pierce at Paradise Valley
Ranch, Jana Taylor at Shay Meadows Ranch, Wendy Melline at Proven Spots Ranch, the friendly Cherie and her husband at Crescent Moon Ranch--all people who have taken in my horses and me and enthusiastically and generously
helped me along the way. I could be doing this without their help--and countless others every step of the way.

The Golden State April 24, 2014
On Thursday, April 24th, I left the Anderson's Casa de Luna, where they had
so kindly taken care of me and Takoda and Shyla, and headed for Hikertown,
where we would have another warm welcome. Since a lot of the trail was
closed due to damage from a fire last year, we had to ride along Pine Canyon
Rd., which ended up being narrow and dangerous for the horses due to the
trucks and cars whizzing by. In the end, I had Mom pick me up in the horse
trailer and we escaped the threat of near death by motorized vehicle. But I
plan to go back and ride the last six miles of the trail, which are still open,
when Mom goes back home and leaves me after the weekend.

Blooms Along the Trail April 24, 2014
This coming weekend is the annual festival in Antelope Valley for the California state flower--and the poppies were putting on a show. This day also
marked the moment when I passed 500 miles on the trail . . . now that's
something to celebrate!

Lost Among the Turbines April 25, 2014
On Friday I rode out of Hikertown, where I had spent the previous night in
comfort thanks to Bob, our host there. A storm was predicted for the next
day, but I thought i could beat it to the end of my day's ride, at mile 540, in
the hills above the desert, where wind turbines dotted the ridges. The day
before, my mom and I had cached water at a halfway point, expecting a
hot, dry slog through the sand. But as the storm bore down, the day turned
cool and blustery, and neither horse was thirsty when we stopped at the
cache. I continued on as the clouds darkened and rain began to fall. My
mom had trouble finding us in the maze of dirt roads among the wind turbines, but eventually we met up--and just in time, too, as lightning began
to illuminate the sky.

Wind Among the Windmills April 26, 2014
After the snowstorm the night before, I headed into the Tehachapi mountains with fierce winds howling in our face. It was a long, cold 28 miles to
the crossing of the PCT at Highway 58.

Snow in the Desert April 26, 2014
After a surprise storm blew in on Friday, I woke up to find the Tehachapi
mountains to the north of us covered in a blanket of snow. It's quite ironic
that this section of the trail, which is notorious for being horrendously hot,
was instead incredibly cold for me--and even more so that we would get a
storm like this at the very end of April, almost the first of May, during a
winter when we've had so little rain. To add to the challenge, the wind was
blowing fiercely throughout the day--a steady 50 mph gale--so riding was
very cold and difficult. But Shyla and I still managed to put in 28 miles,
and we ended the day at the point where the PCT crossed Highway 58 at
Cameron Rd.

Jawbone Canyon Road & the Squiggles of Doom April 27, 2014
On Saturday I had ridden to Highway 58 outside of Tehachapi, and on Sunday, since my mom had to return to Topanga,
I thought it would be easiest to have her drop me and the horses further north, then ride back south to the highway again,
where she could leave my truck and trailer before heading back home. I was planning to take a zero day or two at Crescent Moon Ranch, where we had been boarding the horses for the weekend, then pick up again on the trail on Wednesday, with the aim of reaching Kennedy Meadows and mile 700 by Saturday. But what we hadn't counted on was Jawbone Canyon Road.
On the map, it looked perfect--a clear connection from Highway 14 to the PCT at the edge of the Sequoia National Forest. The trail crossed Jawbone Canyon road at about mile 602, and although it was a long 35 miles back to Highway 58,
it looked like a reasonable day, and there was even water along the trail at Golden Oak Springs. So we turned off Highway 14 and headed up Jawbone Canyon, not knowing what lay
ahead, although we had already had our suspicions raised by a
mass of squiggling lines on the map, towards the end of the
road just before where it met the PCT.
Our first hint of trouble came very quickly, with a sign that
announced that the road would be closed all day May 3rd. At
first we thought we had just gotten very lucky, as I was planning to return on April 30 to pick up riding north again from
where we were going south from today, and Mom would come
on May 1st to get the truck and trailer. "How fortunate that
we'll be done before they close the road," we thought. Then
the smooth pavement abruptly ended at a gate. We were puzzled for a moment, then noticed the dirt road to the right, heading up and over the hills. Okay, so we have to do the rest on
dirt, we thought, and off we went. The road was wide, if a bit
washboardy at times, and later it got steeper and rougher as
well. But mainly it went on . . . and on . . . and on . . . seemingly without end. We drove up hills and down hills and
around curves and past bends and never seemed to get any
closer to the end--and those squiggles. Finally we dropped
down into Kelso (population about five) and drove through
cow pastures and over cattle guards and past what was called
an "airport" but looked more like a cow field, and then we
headed up into the Piute Mountains and towards the PCT.
Jawbone Canyon Road was getting narrower, and steeper, and
it was sandy and rough, and because of the recent rain it was
also eroded and soft at times. At last we began to climb into
the mountains and got closer and closer to where those squiggles must be. And then we entered the switchbacks of doom--steep, rutted, loose sand and very sharp turns. On the very
first one, we got stuck as the tires spun out. So we off-loaded the horses and took another shot at it, and this time succeeded. We continued with some scary moments, but didn't get stuck again . . . until we got to the very last switchback,
a 180 degree turn with a steep hump in the middle of the curve. That did us in. We got stuck, and the truck slid backwards, jack-knifing the trailer. To make matters worse, two other cars came up behind us, but even though one of the
cars was all-wheel drive, no one was willing to go past us and help pull us out. So we unhitched the truck and turned it
around, then managed to put a rope on the trailer and using chocks on the wheels we maneuvered the trailer to face
downhill as well, and finally were able to re-hitch and escape. We vowed never to go blindly into the squiggly unknown
again!
Because of my late start after all that drama, I was riding until 10pm that night. But the highlight of the day was the fact
that I saw my first bear on the trail--a youngster, probably a yearling, who was quite shy and dashed away across the
trail about 50 feet in front of us as we came around a corner. But that helped make up for a tough day.

A Patch-Nosed Snake April 30, 2014
On Wednesday I drove myself and the horses back through Jawbone Canyon to
pick up the trail again at mile 602, which is where I rode south from on Sunday.
I was heading across Kelso Valley and toward Walker Pass, with a planned
stopover Wednesday night in-between. It's a hot, dry, barren area, for the most
part--which also makes it perfect for snakes. And that's when I spotted this
patch-nosed snake slithering across the path. It's a little guy, but you can see the
distinctive "patch" on it's snout that gives it this name. I know that all my herpetology friends from Dr. Emily Taylor's class at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo,
who are planning an outing in the Mojave Desert soon, would be jealous to
know I caught one of these elusive fellows!

Walker Pass

May 1, 2014

This was the view as I approached Walker Pass, located along Highway 178 between Lake Isabella and Ridgecrest. My
dad and my our family friend Tammy Duncanson had driven out with my mom to help move vehicles, and we all met at
Walker Pass campground, where my mom and I were camping that night. The logistics involved in keeping the vehicles
together has involved a lot of planning at times. On Thursday, after driving up in the camper from Topanga, my mom
had Tammy and my dad drive her through Kelso Valley to Jawbone Canyon Road where I had left my truck and trailer
parked on the side of the ride on Wednesday (and well below the switchbacks of death where my mom and I had gotten
stuck on Sunday!). Then my mom drove my truck back to Walker Pass where she had left her camper. The next day,
while I was riding Shyla toward Kitchen Creek campground, my mom got an oil change for my truck in Ridgecrest and
picked up more food for the horses, before leaving the truck at the Walker Pass campground and driving the camper
with Takoda in the trailer to Kitchen Creek, where we camped Friday night. On Saturday I rode Takoda to Kennedy
Meadows, and Mom drove the camper with Shyla in the trailer to meet us there, and then we took both horses back to
Walker Pass for the night so I could collect my truck and trailer. On Sunday, after packing up supplies so I could begin
my ride into the Sierras, I drove both horses back to Kennedy Meadows with my truck and trailer, while Mom drove
home in the camper. I'll leave the truck behind when I ride out of Kennedy Meadows on Monday, and Mom and I will
come back to get it after she picks me up in Lone Pine or Independence (depending on whether or not there's too much
snow for me to continue along the PCT in the Sierras). It's a constant game of musical vehicles!

Water For Equines May 1, 2014
On Thursday, after a night of camping along the trail, we started off to complete the rest of the ride to Walker Pass. I
had stayed with the horses at a small spring in the middle of the sagebrush and cactus, which my great GPS app,
Guthook, helped me to locate. This has been a difficult section due to the lack of water, and camping options were very
limited with the horses. Sometimes I imagine the horses must think that humans have some kind of divine power when
it comes to finding water (not knowing that it's really technology). We'll be walking along in the middle of a desolate
patch of sand and rock, and all the sudden we'll turn and go a quarter mile off the trail in one direction or another, and
voila--water! It's like we're gods, able to make water out of nowhere. Of course, they must also think we're pretty dumb
gods, because if we have that ability, why use it so seldom, and so inconveniently? Why make them walk so far before
producing it, if I'm capable of creating water when I want to? I'm sure they think I'm totally inept, and if they had a say
in it they'd have me do a better job!

The Foothills of the Sierras May 2, 2014
As I climbed out of Walker Pass, the trail got steep and rugged, and I could tell we were getting into
the foothills of the Sierras. It's exciting to be getting close to the mountains, and I look forward to the
promise of more water and perhaps some grass for the horses along the trail. But I've also heard lots
of contradictory stories about whether or not there's too much snow on parts of the PCT for me to get
through, and I'm getting anxious about what lies ahead.

Another Rattlesnake May 2, 2014
I've seen lots of rattlesnakes, including some very tiny first year hatchlings, as
well as more mature ones such as this. Rattlesnakes hatch in the fall, and at altitudes such as I was in now (about 6000 feet) they would only have been able to
get a meal or two before the cold weather set in and they had to hibernate. So
the little ones are still very small--and very hungry--as they begin to stir and
venture out with the coming of warm weather again.

Water! May 3, 2014
What a wonderful sight! Water, in the form of the South Fork of the Kern River, greeted us as we entered Kennedy Meadows. It's amazing to think that hopefully the long, dry slog through the southern portion of the trail might be coming
to an end.

Onward & Upward May 3, 2014
On Saturday, I rode Takoda from Kitchen Creek into the mountains on my way
to Kennedy Meadows, the gateway to the Sierras for the PCT.

Kennedy Meadows May 4, 2014
I had heard a lot about Kennedy Meadows in reading
about the PCT, and everyone mentions the General
Store, a gathering place for hikers as they prepare to
encounter the challenges of the Pacific Crest Trail
through the Sierras. Another famous location in Kennedy Meadows is Grumpy Bear, a bar and restaurant
where my mom and I stopped for dinner on our way
back to Walker Pass on Saturday night. There we sat
around the big U-shaped central counter and got to talk
to some of the local people there. Pat Peterson sat next
to my mom and told us about her dog Spirit, then drew
us a lovely, colorful "doodle card" with her original
artwork. She's also a trail angel nicknamed "Betsy
Ross" for her sewing skills as she's patched up some of
the clothing of PCT hikers in the past. Scott, one of
the owners, graciously let us put the horses in the pipe
corrals in his parking lot there while we had dinner; I
enjoyed the special of chile rellenos, shredded beef
taco, and rice and beans, while my mom had the BBQ
beef sandwich--both were delicious! When I returned the next day to prepare to depart into the Sierras, I was able to
board the horses overnight in the corrals at Grumpy Bear, which was a wonderful kindness that the horses and I greatly
appreciated.

Taking in the View May 4, 2014
I had a chance to chat with some of my fellow hikers on the huge
deck outside the General Store. The previous day on the trail, I had
met this guy from Switzerland, who came here just to hike the PCT.
He ended up joining my mom and me for dinner Friday night, while
we were at Kitchen Creek. It's amazing how many calories the hikers have to consume when they're walking 15 or 20 or even 30
miles a day. My mom made spaghetti, and let's just say we didn't
have to worry about having any leftovers afterward. But I think he
was especially amazed when we opened up the freezer in the camper and pulled out the chocolate chip ice cream and Cool Whip to go
with the pound cake for desert. Hiker heaven!

The Irony of Too Much Snow May 6, 2014
I know it has been a low snow year for California, yet as I recently
discovered, that lack of snow is all relative. And as far as travel by
horseback in the Sierras is concerned, it is proven to be too much
for us to navigate.
I set out from Kennedy Meadows on Monday, May 5th--actually
the third person to start into the Sierras on the PCT this year, behind
two of my fellow hikers. But I had the bad fortune to be riding into
a snowstorm, and by 10:00pm that night the snow began falling. It
continued to snow as I was packing up the horses on Tuesday morning; in fact, it was coming down so fast that I could hardly get
things loaded into the panniers without it all getting covered in
snow, and the horses had little white hats on their foreheads where
it piled up between their ears. I was freezing and my fingers were
numb as I tied everything down and finally set off that morning.
But I didn't get very far. As I approached Cottonwood Pass there
deep snow built up and covering the ground as far as I could see
(which admittedly wasn't very far most of the time, due to the
clouds and snow). I decided that the best thing to do was to admit
defeat and head back to Horseshoe Meadows where I knew there
was a pack station and take shelter there to wait out the storm. I
also was convinced that attempting to push through into the rest of
the Sierras was going to be futile, if this was what I was experiencing at this elevation, with 13,000 foot Forrester Pass still to come,
and it would be wisest to get out at Horseshoe Meadow and try to
detour around to lower elevations, coming back to do this section
later, once the snow was gone.

Waiting It Out in Horseshoe Meadow May 7, 2014

I spent Wednesday just hanging out at the pack station at Horseshoe Meadows, waiting until my mom could come
pick us up on Thursday so we could find a new strategy. I took the horses out to the meadow, where there wasn't
much grass for grazing yet, but they gave it their best shot. You can see the snow from the previous day's storm on
the hills behind them.

My Home Away From Home

May 7, 2014

I was lucky enough to find a little shed with an unlocked door at the
pack station at Horseshoe Meadows, where I could get out of the
weather at night. I'm not sure if this technically counts as breaking
and entering (well, I didn't have to "break" anything, just open the
door) but I was grateful for the roof and the walls; it was still bitterly could up there (about 10,000 feet) but at least I wasn't out in the
snow, and I had plenty of food for both me and the horses in my
pack--and even a book to read!

A Detour… May 9, 2014
On Thursday Mom arrived with the camper to rescue us from Horseshoe Meadow, driving up the road from Lone
Pine to reach us. After we retrieved my truck and trailer from Kennedy Meadows, where I had left it on Monday
when I headed out, we drove south to Inyokern, where we spent the night with the Gordon's, a wonderful couple
who let us stay there with the horses and park the camper in their driveway so we could get the horses shod the next
day. On Friday morning, Shawn Stephey, a horseshoer we had the good luck to find by making some phone calls
and getting some tips from Bishop Veterinary Clinic, came by to put new shoes on the horses. He also suggested

that we add snowball pads to the front shoes in case we encountered any more snow (but frankly, I've seen enough to
last me a long time!). It was Shawn who knew the Gordon's and asked them if we could stay there Thursday, and
once again we were so touched by people's kindness. Then we left Inyokern and headed north towards Truckee,
where another amazing person had opened her home and barn to us. Carol Pauli had contacted me a while earlier
through the website and offered me a place to stay when I passed through the Tahoe area, but I never imagined I'd be
taking her up on that favor so very soon! But thankfully she was able to take us in, and we drove north along the
395, passing the imposing rugged peaks of the Sierras all along the way. I was very glad that I had made the decision
to detour, especially as I was beginning to hear from the couple of hikers ahead of me, who were coming out at
Kearsarge Pass and reporting terrible conditions, with five foot drifts of snow and avalanche conditions and 70 mph
winds at the top of Forrester. There is no way I could have handled that with the horses, and I really have no choice
except to try to find an area with lower elevations and no snow where I can try to continue to complete sections of the
trail while I wait for the snow to melt here.

A Cold Reality and a Warm Welcome May 10, 2014
It wasn't easy to accept that I had to find an alternate route, especially after thinking that I had passed through the tough
section once I left the southern California area and the lack of water behind me. But I found that snow was an even bigger challenge. As my mom and I drove north, her in the camper and me in my truck with the horse trailer, I kept watching the mountains, trying to find where the snow would end. But even with this current drought in California, there
seems to be more snow in the high elevations than one would think, and what storms we have had arrived late (I've had
three snowstorms myself in April and May!), so I have to accept the reality and move on. But options are limited, as
even further north, in Oregon and Washington, the snow conditions are bound to be worse. The situation is made difficult by my desire to try to complete the trail before grad school begins at CSUN in late August, but the truth is that I

simply may run out of time, and I'll have to accept that if it happens. As we drove to Carol Pauli's in Truckee, it seemed
that we passed nothing but snow-covered peaks all the way through Tahoe.
When we got to Carol's, however, we were welcomed with open arms--and shots of Jack Daniels! Carol and her friend
joined my mom and me in the camper after we got the horses settled, and Carol brought along a bottle and shot glasses
and we sat there and talked and strategized and pored over the map. By the time the evening was over, she and the whiskey had certainly warmed my heart and soul--and body too! I'm not much of a drinker, but after having six dudes as
roommates for a couple of years, I've learned a thing or two, and I can get down a shot of whiskey (or a whole lump of
wasabi, especially on a bet that involves getting my sushi dinner paid for) when the situation calls for it.
The next day my mom and I were very busy, running around to a feed store in Quincy, then dropping my truck and trailer in Belden, where the PCT crosses through town, and packing up the panniers in preparation for hitting the trail again
on Sunday. I'm anxious and eager to get back on the trail, feeling frustrated by the delay and the lost time. I was running about a week ahead of schedule, but that time has now slipped away from me, and I hope I can make progress again
soon.

The Mother of All Mothers Has Her Day (and Her Way)

May 11, 2014

So after all our preparation on Saturday, I set out full of optimism on Sunday, ready to get back on the trail. Unfortunately, Mother Nature had other plans for us, and the day became a very humbling (and at times scary) experience.
We drove to the trailhead at Castle Peaks, where I hoped to rejoin the trail. There was no snow at Carol's, where the
elevation is about 6000 feet, and my mom and I hadn't seen much yesterday as we drove to Belden, where we left my
truck and trailer, but at the trailhead it was a different situation. Looking back, we should have walked down the road a
bit and checked the trail, but instead we off-loaded the horses, packed them up, and I headed out, optimistically hoping
for the best. However, we didn't get more than a mile before I realized I was in trouble, as the snow got progressively
deeper and the horses struggled, especially Takoda with his pack. Then he floundered into a snow bank and got stuck. I
called my mom, who luckily hadn't even left the parking lot with the camper and trailer yet (she was headed back to
L.A. today) and she came out with another hiker who had planned a day hike and was in the parking lot when I called.
His name was Adam, and we couldn't have managed without his help, as we had to unload Takoda's pack and lead the
horses out, then drag the equipment back to the truck. I felt totally defeated again, yet I wasn't ready to give up, and I
hoped if we just drove a little further to another place where the trail crossed a road at a lower elevation, we'd have better luck.
So off we set on our way to Sierra City, about an hour away, hauling the horses in the trailer behind the camper. But
somewhere along the road something went horribly wrong in the trailer, which we couldn't see because of the camper
behind us. When we stopped at the PCT trailhead in Sierra City and went to unload the horses, we discovered that
somehow Takoda had fallen in the trailer and was trapped under the center divider and between Shyla's legs; Shyla was
actually standing on only three legs, with her left hind folded up under her and resting on Takoda's flank. It was a heartstopping sight, and we feared for the worst--and wondered how in the world we were going to get them out, or if we
could even do it safely. It's almost impossible to describe what we had to do, as we first took off Takoda's halter, which
was holding his head up awkwardly as he was still tied to the feed manger, then set about removing the center divider,
which trapping Takoda to the floor. After that was removed, we had to find a way to get Shyla out without her stepping
on Takoda (and without him thrashing around and hurting her). We managed to get Shyla to move one hind leg at a
time until she was positioned with her front feet on the right and her hind legs on the left, with Takoda's back and hind
legs under her. Then we had no choice but to try to get her to off-load, and she managed to slip out the left-hand side
door, hopping up and jumping backward with her front legs folded so that she didn't step on Takoda. What a great mom
she was, to work so hard not to hurt her son!
Then we still had to get Takoda out, but his front feet where tucked against the left side of the trailer so that he couldn't
get them under him to stand, and his back end was against the back doors of the trailer, his hooves near the left door and
his rump on the right, with the post that used to hold the center divider blocking him in the middle. He couldn't get his
legs out that way, so ultimately we tied ropes to his hind fetlocks and used them to leverage his hind legs up, rolling him

most of the way onto his back so we could get his legs past the center post and out the same righthand door where his
rump was. After that, gravity helped and his hind end began to slide out the door, and he was able to get to his feet and
scramble out. We were all shaking and exhausted and traumatized afterward, but the horses seemed okay other than
some minor scrapes and cuts. We got out the highline and tied them among some trees, giving them water from the
camper and feeding them some hay, and they soon seemed remarkably settled.
But the difficulty wasn't over, as we now had a dismantled trailer that we didn't feel was safe to put the horses in, and no
cell service to call for help. My mom drove into town and was able to use a phone at a helpful person's house, and she
called Carol, our true "trail angel" and rescuer, who got in her truck with her husband Rusty and drove all the way out
with a trailer to pick us up. While she was on her way, however, word got out in the small town of Sierra City, and soon
cars and trucks were pulling up and it seemed as if half the town had come to try to help us! They were offering places
to stay and put the horses and suggesting vets to call if we needed one, and giving us information about the trail ahead
(and other possible detours). By the time Carol and Rusty got there, we had a little crowd, and we were especially
touched by the special consideration of Paul and his wife Sharon and the kind offers by Lee of a place for me to camp
out if I stayed. But it seemed best to go back to Truckee with Carol, where we had a safe place to stay and easier access
to a vet if needed, and where we could recover and regroup before trying again.
It has been a very tough week, and Mother Nature has definitely asserted herself, and her implacable power, very clearly. I've learned a lot about how little I know sometimes, and how easy it is to get in over my head. And I've learned
even more about the immense kindness and generosity of complete strangers, who have given so much of themselves so
many times, and who quickly begin to feel like old and treasured friends. I cannot even begin to express my tremendous
gratitude and appreciation for all the people who have volunteered their time and opened their homes to me and given
me help when I would have been in a desperate situation without them. I cannot even begin to repay Carol for all she
has done--and continues to do, as I have taken refuge with her here in Truckee. All along the way, people have reached
out to me in amazing ways, and I am very humbled by the wonderful goodness of humanity that I have witnessed every
day of this journey.

On the Road Again - At Last

May 14, 2014

So all the drama of Mother's Day ended up costing me several days delay, and I was so very grateful to Carol and Rusty
Pauli for helping me out during those days. They trailered me back to their home in Truckee on Sunday, and Mom left
to drive back to L.A.; now that I'm so far north, it will be a while before she can come up and help me again, so I am
entirely reliant on other people now. With my truck
and trailer waiting for me at Belden, I had no way of
getting the horses moved to safety (or back to the
trailhead) other than through the kindness and generosity of the Pauli's.
It also turned out that there had been some damage
to the pack saddle (one of the bars that hold the panniers had broken) so I had to call Wade at Outfitters
Pack Station and order another one to be mailed to
me. Wade and his wife have been so helpful
throughout the trip and before, both with the equipment that I've purchased from them and with their
packing guidance, especially the wonderful book
that they suggested, "When Mules Wear Diamonds"
that taught me all about the knots I'd need for packing, and also kept me laughing with its humorous
writing. For example, I learned the one all-purpose
word necessary to communicate with stock on the trail: "Goddamnsonnovabitchmule--whoa!" which works universally
under all conditions to convey every emotion easily and efficiently.

Long time family friends Mel and Judy Hein also dropped by while I was at the Pauli's; they have a house at Tahoe and
just happened to be visiting during the time I was there. Mel brought me some hay for the horses (so they wouldn't eat
Carol and Rusty out of house and home) and I also got to go see their ginormous house--what a beautiful home! I hope
I get to go back sometime and enjoy it when I don't have two horses as luggage.
The tree bar arrived and Rusty put it on the pack saddle and on Wednesday I was finally ready to hit the trail again, although with a little trepidation regarding the snow given our trauma the previous weekend. So it seemed best to avoid
the higher parts of the trail out of Sierra City by taking the road between there and Graeagle instead, which parallels the
trail on the other side of a ridgeline. Carol took us back to the trailhead and we loaded up and headed out, hoping for
better luck this time.

Welcome to Graeagle

May 14, 2014

The walk with the horses along the road was easy and uneventful,
with not much in the way of traffic and even some grass for them to
graze on along the way. Our destination was the resort town of
Graeagle, which my mom and I had driven through on Saturday as we
were taking my truck out to Belden, though at that time I hadn't imagined I'd be riding through the center of town on horseback a couple of
days later. As we neared the town, the sight of two horses, one being
ridden and the other with a pack saddle, captured a lot of attention,
and people even stopped on the highway to snap a few pictures. But
when I actually got to town, I felt like a celebrity--there was a little
crowd waiting to greet me, with kids who wanted to pet the horses, and everyone was curious about what I was doing. I
told them all about the PCT and my dream of making it to Canada, and everyone was so supportive and encouraging
and friendly. It was a wonderful and warm welcome to a beautiful little town tucked into the hills, with a sparkling lake
and a golf course and cute red and white buildings lining the road. I sure felt special in Graeagle!

In the Dark May 17, 2014
After Graeagle, I continued along the road toward Quincy until I could make my way back to the PCT by cutting across
on a series of dirt roads. On Thursday night I camped along what seemed to be a deserted road only to have a truck
drive through my site late at night; I was a little creeped out by that, and I immediately used my satellite communicator
to text my coordinates to my mom, so she at least knew exactly where I was, but the rest of the night proved to be
peaceful.
On Friday the horses and I reconnected with the PCT, and as night fell I planned to camp along a river that appeared
accessible on my GPS guide of the trail. But when I got there, I discovered a huge, deep gorge, with a suspension
bridge over it, and no water access at all. The horses navigated the bridge alright, but I was very worried about where
we would camp and how I would get water for them, as there had been nothing for miles before the bridge, just switchbacks on a heavily wooded ridge, and there didn't seem to be anything promising ahead, either. I thought it was possible
that I'd end up riding through the night just to find water. Then, when I crossed a dirt road after the bridge, I figured I'd
try following it to see if it led to the river somewhere--maybe someone's fishing hole access? A little further on, the
road forked, and I stood there for a moment trying to decide which way to go: eenie, meenie, miney, mo . . . At last I
decided to go to the left, for no particular reason, but it turned out to be a fortunate choice. Just a little further on the
road dropped sharply, then widened into a sort of clearing, and out of the corner of my eye I saw something rectangular-a horse water trough! How I got so lucky to find that in the middle of nowhere, I have no idea; it's almost like something was guiding me to it in the dark. The water in it wasn't the most pleasant, but I didn't hear any complaints from
Shyla and Takoda, who were just happy to have plenty to drink, and there was even some grass to graze on.

Then on Saturday we continued to Belden, but got delayed past nightfall on the trail by several downed trees, one of
which took me over an hour to hack my way through. After that, as we continued toward the town, which I could see
off in the distance because of the lights from a music festival there (even though I was too far away to hear any music), I
walked in front of the horses in the dark, when all the sudden I saw some eyes glowing ahead in the bushes on the trail,
reflecting the light of my headlamp. They were forward-facing eyes, so I knew they belonged to some sort of predator,
but I couldn't tell what it was. I yelled and waved my arms, but whatever it was didn't budge. I had seen a bear weeks
before, north of Highway 58, and a coyote or two at different times, and even bobcat earlier Saturday along the trail, but
all of them were very shy and ran off immediately, perhaps especially wary of the horses. But whatever owned these
eyes wasn't moving. Finally I started barking like a dog, and then the creature turned and left the trail. But all the rest
of the way to Belden, as we descended on a steep series of switchbacks, I kept looking over my shoulder, thinking of
how predators generally attack from above, and imagining how I must look like the "baby" of the herd, and the easiest
of the pickings! It was 1 a.m. when I arrived at last in Belden, and boy was I glad to see civilization, even if it consisted
of an interesting assortment of human beings camping in the woods during the festival. I disturbed one young woman
under a tarp in the horse corral and apologized for interrupting as I said I needed to put the horses there for the night, but
she was very gracious and told me that horses had "great energy" and a "cool vibe" so she was happy to share the space!

Lake Views May 17, 2014
Earlier on Saturday, as I made my way to Belden, I passed this lake as I rode along a ridge.
There were some occasional small snowfields up at the higher elevations, but nothing the
horses couldn't either cross or go around, thank heavens, as most of the hills within sight
looked snow-free, although sometimes on the north-facing slopes and under the heavy forest
canopy there were hidden drifts.

Happy Horses May 18, 2014
I think the horses had the best accommodations of all at
Belden, where this roomy corral awaited them. The first
night I just crashed in the cab of my truck, as it was so late
and the woods were crowded with campers that I didn't want
to disturb any more than I already was. The next night, after I
had moved my truck to Old Station with Pam Williams' help,
I set up my hammock among the trees instead.

Belden Town May 18, 2014
On Sunday I had my first glimpse in the daylight of the transformation of Belden during the music festival. The quaint and quiet town that my mom and I saw the week before when we left my
truck and trailer there, population about 22, had been transformed into a crazy, lit-up, busy minicity. I must have stuck out like some kind of alien in my jeans and t-shirt, among all the girls
with bangles and beads and flowing flower-printed skirts and the half-naked people with dreadlocks everywhere. There were stages and bands and DJ's and tents and RV's crowding the onelane road that passes through the town in front of the lodge. But everyone was friendly and welcoming, even the park rangers who I met that had been kindly keeping an eye on my truck and
trailer over the past days (I had left a note on the dash explaining that I was riding the PCT and
would be back for it, as I wasn't sure it was actually legal to park it where I did). I drove slowly
through town and over the one-lane bridge to the highway on my way to meet Pam Williams,
one of my mom's friends, who had so nicely volunteered to meet me and drive me back to
Belden after I left my truck at my next destination, which was just above Old Station, about a
two-hour drive from Belden. Pam was amazing--she brought me a delicious lunch and took me
to a campground where I could get a shower (at one time I had hoped to get a room at the lodge
at Belden for the night, but the music festival made that impossible), and we talked and laughed
as she took me back to Belden. It was a long day of driving for her, and I was incredibly grateful
for her help (and the promise of meeting her had kept me pushing through the long ride on Saturday, as I didn't want to miss this chance!).

Goodbye to Belden May 19, 2014
On Monday I packed up the horses again and left Belden behind. I had
considered the possibility of another road ride if necessary due to snow,
but the couple of rangers that I met told me they thought the trail was
basically clear, even though it went above 7000 ft. in elevation at places, and they also told me how great one of the campsites was, with a
beautiful clear spring for water, so I trusted them and set out on the
PCT. They were right about the campsite, and the horses even got
some good grass to graze on, but that night a storm broke out, and we
got snow and rain throughout the night and on and off most of the day
on Tuesday also. I stopped at one point when we came across a beautiful meadow and let the horses stuff their faces with green grass for
lunch. My aim was to get to Drakesbad Resort by Wednesday, where
even though the resort was closed until later in June, we had been welcomed by the owner to stay, and I looked forward to being able to put
the horses in a barn and maybe possibly take a shower myself. I had a
goal of getting to Old Station by Thursday, and then I plan to take a day
or two off and rest the horses and myself with a friend from San Luis
Obispo who was driving up to meet me and whose parents have a house
near by in Palo Cedro.

We Want Dessert! May 19, 2014
Talk about happy campers! Shyla and Takoda were thrilled to have
some good grazing at the beautiful campsite where we spent the night
on Monday after leaving Belden. But that didn't stop Shyla from letting
me know that she really really really wanted me to open the panniers
and get out their grain rations! I think they were also glad we had their
blankets along when later in the night the clouds that had been gathering all afternoon finally let loose and doused us with first rain, then
snow.

A Silver Lining

May 20, 2014

We spent a lot of Tuesday with on and off showers as we continued on towards Drakesbad and Old Station. But
around lunch time I came across a grass-filled clearing, and the horses immediately fell to grazing as soon as I
stopped. The sun came out, and the grass was fresh with the recent rain, so we all had a beautiful picnic spot along
the trail.

Drakesbad May 21, 2014
On Wednesday I was riding through
parts of the dense Lassen National
Forest, on my way to Drakesbad Resort and Guest Ranch. Even though
the resort was closed, Nick, the owner, had graciously agreed to let the
horses and me stop there for the
night. The snow-covered peak of
Mt. Lassen towered over the rest of
the forest as we made our way north,
often blocked by fallen trees, and
unfortunately as we scrambled over
one of the logs, Takoda badly
scraped his flank. The panniers
rubbed against the wound, and I

spent a couple hours trying my best to reposition the pack saddle and the panniers to make him more comfortable, but I
had only limited success. It was slow going the rest of the way to Drakesbad, as I hated to push Takoda when he was
obviously being impacted by the equipment and his injury. At last we all straggled into Drakesbad around 10pm, where
the house and barn all the grounds were in darkness, and I felt really bad as I thought I was going to be waking everyone
up. But Nick came out to greet me, explaining that the power was not yet on at the resort because they were still setting
up for the season. He let me put the horses in the barn--which they were very grateful for!--and I too had a nice warm
place to sleep for the night. The next day, Nick was so helpful in assisting me to re-configure the pack saddle so that Takoda would be more comfortable and not have something hitting his hurt flank with every step.

Different Trails for Different Eyes

May 22, 2014

With Takoda doing a little better, we headed into the last leg of this
section, which would take us off the trail at Highway 44, just past Old
Station. I was going to take a couple of days off to rest the horses
(which Takoda especially needed at this point!) and visit with a friend
from San Luis Obispo whose family has a house in Palo Cedro, not too
far away. As I rode out of Drakesbad and toward Old Station, I was
lucky enough at one point to come across a duck nest, with a clutch of
eggs all nestled in the middle, and I was struck again by the amazing
variety of animal life I have seen all along the trail. Of course, my particular focus has been on the reptiles I've come across--rattlesnakes,
gopher snakes, rosy boas, horny-toed lizards, whiptail lizards, etc.--so
that I often find myself excited to see something scurrying ahead
through the buses or beside the path, wondering "What species is this?"
or "Look at that one over here!" But it also made me think that someone else could be covering the same ground, but noticing something
entirely different from me. A botanist might be watching the vegetation change with the landscape, the chaparral giving way to pine forest
or the oaks on the hills being replaced by Joshua trees in the desert. A
geologist would be examining the different rock formations or noting
the water erosion along a streambed or seeing soil layers exposed on a
hillside. Each of us would be walking the same path yet seeing it differently, and it seemed to me that there was not just one PCT, but a different trail for everyone who walks it and sees it through a different set
of eyes.

Leaving Mt. Lassen

May 25, 2014

Today I got back on the trail after a two-day break while I visited with a friend and his family in Palo Cedro. Of course,
it wasn't entirely a "break" as I spent much of both days preparing for the next section. Takoda had rolled on the pack
saddle and ended up breaking one of the bars on the top of the saddle, which I had replaced earlier, but during this leg I
noticed that he must have also bent the other bar, as the saddle wasn't riding correctly on his back. Unfortunately, I didn't see this until we were already out on the trail, with no way to do anything about it, so I had no choice but to continue
on. However, now I was able to replace the bent bar as well, though not until Takoda's back had taken a bit of a beating,
and I can tell that he's going to need some time off from both packing and riding to recover. The first day of the break
was spent buying supplies and running errands and repairing the pack saddle, and the second day Ansel and I drove
around leaving food caches in different places so that I could camp and feed the horses without having to pack the food
(since I don't have a pack horse for the time being). I'll complete this next section from Old Station to Castle Crags by
riding Shyla and ponying Takoda behind me. As we climbed the ridge overlooking Hat Creek Valley, I could look behind me and see the snow-covered heights of Mt. Lassen behind me, while up ahead I caught a distant glimpse of Mt.
Shasta, as we headed that way.

Bambi! May 26, 2014
I saw this little fawn that looked as if it must be only days old, since it
was so tiny, trying to keep up with its mother. Several times the doe
left the road we were all on and headed down the steep mountainside
over some rocks, but the fawn was so small that it couldn't follow her
and stood hesitating at the top until the doe came back, went a little
farther down the road, then tried again. Finally she found a route that
her baby could handle, and together they disappeared into the forest.

More Friends Along the Trail May 27, 2014
As I have said several times before, one of the most incredible things about this trip is the amazing kindness of the people that I meet along the way, and this section just added to that yet again. Ansel and I had cached food at the end of a
dirt road at one point, but when I arrived with the horses to camp, I wanted to stay closer to the river where we could
have easier access to water. So after setting up the highline and securing the horses, I walked along the road to the place
where I had left the food in order to carry it to our camp. There was too much for one trip, but as I had my arms full and
was making my way back, two fly fishermen came down the road in their truck, headed to the same camping area. Mike
and George offered me a ride (and even went back to get the rest of the food), and then that evening they invited me to a
delicious dinner (much better than the freeze-dried package I was going to chow down on!) and the next morning they
made me a great big tasty sandwich to take along with me as I saddled up and continued on down the PCT. Meeting so
many nice people is truly something that that I had never anticipated as one of the great benefits of this journey.

With a little help… (or a lot!) June 1, 2014
I got back on the trail today at Castle Crags, heading towards Seiad Valley. Last Thursday when I finished the previous
section at this same trailhead, I loaded up the horses into the trailer and headed towards Pam and Aaron Williams' house
outside of Redding. Pam had earlier helped me out when I was moving my vehicles from Belden to Old Station, and
once again she came to my rescue. As I was driving to her house, my truck started to act up, and I even wondered if I
would be able to get there; it was a pretty scary feeling being out on the highway late a night with two horses in the trailer and a misfunctioning truck! But Pam helped me make it into town with her truck, and she even had a Dodge dealer in
town where I got the truck repaired the next day (and thankfully it turned out only to be a bad crankshaft sensor). She
also arranged for her vet to come look at my horses, and that was a good thing, especially for Takoda, who besides having a bruised back after the bent pack bar had also scratched up his hind pasterns. The vet patched him up and suggested
that he rest a bit, as well as giving him some medicine, so I left him behind today and hit the trail only with Shyla. Pam
and Aaron also accompanied me yesterday as we cached food in several locations on the trail, so I'll be able to travel a
little lighter that way.

Alpine Lakes June 3, 2014
The mountains that we were riding through were often
rocky and steep, but they also contained lots of pristine
shimmering lakes sparkling in the sunlight and reflecting
the bright blue sky.

Teacher’s Pet

June 5, 2014

As I rode into Seiad Valley, I met a group of teachers from the local school out celebrating the beginning of summer vacation (yes, teachers are just as happy as the kids
that school is out!). They invited me to join them and gave me a beer--and then the
next day, when my mom and I were eating breakfast in the Seiad Cafe (and watching someone attempt to eat the humungous platter of pancakes that you get for free
if you finish them) I saw the same group again. The guy eating the pancakes was a
hiker on the PCT (just doing a section hike) and I don't think he had enough days on
the trail yet to help him through those pancakes. When I left, he had dug a hole in
the middle and was on his second tub of butter and a new jug of syrup, but I don't
think he was going to complete it within the two-hour time limit!

A Lovely Valley June 6, 2014
Seiad Valley turned out to be one of the prettiest places we've stayed on the whole PCT.
Mom drove up on Thursday and stayed with
Pam and Aaron, then Pam helped her drive
my truck and her camper to Seiad Valley to
meet me (how would we ever have done this
without her?!). There we stayed at a beautiful ranch owned by Tony and Cathy Bishop,
where they welcomed us with open arms,
even though up until the moment we arrived
they had never heard of us before. It happened like this: in the middle of the last leg, I
met a guy named Mike and he gave me the
number of someone named Ryan who
worked for CalTrans and knew Tony, and he
told my mom to drive into Seiad and look for
a Victorian house at the edge of town. So
right up to the moment when my mom and
Pam pulled in, Tony and Cathy were doing this
all on faith! They let us put the horses in an amazing pasture of lush green grass--I think the horses thought they had
died and gone to heaven! We parked the camper by the barn, and then we also got to meet a lot of the other great people
in town. On my way in on the trail, besides meeting the teachers, I had met Bill Roberts, a man of many talents
(including packer, pilot, and poet!). He even came over one evening and showed me some new hitches to use on my
pack saddle--the first bit of actual packing instruction that I've had, outside of YouTube and that great book "When
Mules Wear Diamonds". It was wonderful to get some advice from someone who actually knew how to do this, and I
was very grateful to Bill. He also was had a wealth of knowledge about the trail and helped my mom and I plan our next
section of riding.

Donomore Meadow
June 7, 2014
With the help of Bill Roberts' directions,
my mom and I drove out a long gravel
road high into the mountains above Seiad Valley where we cached some food.
The meadow there was beautiful and
huge, covering acres in vivid green
grass.

Out of the Valley June 8, 2014
On Sunday I reluctantly left Seiad Valley and rode toward Donomore
Meadows. For the first time in about two weeks, I decided to try riding
Takoda, who seemed to be recovered. As I headed up a steep climb out
of the valley, Bill Roberts was busy helping my mom (again!) as she
moved my truck back to Interstate 5, and he gave her a ride back into
town to get her camper. But the best laid plans often go bad, and Takoda
proved not yet ready for the trail. I had to call my mom and she altered
her agenda to meet me up at Cook and Green pass with the camper and
the trailer with Shyla, as I was going to have to switch horses. It was disappointing, but we made the best of it with a pleasant camp near a mountain spring, and Bill was even kind enough to come up and check on us to
make sure we were okay. The next morning when I left to complete the
ride into Donomore on Shyla, he actually began clearing the trail with a
chain saw from the other side, making our ride so much easier! What a true trail angel and terrific all-around guy!

Crossing into Oregon

June 10, 2014

As I rode toward Ashland, I passed this sign marking the border between California and Oregon. Even though I still have to go back and
do the Sierras, it felt like an accomplishment, and it was nice to feel
that I was getting a little bit closer to Canada.

Little Creek Ranch June 10, 2014
I arrived in Ashland on Tuesday evening to a warm welcome at Little
Creek Ranch, where my mom had been staying with Takoda since
Monday. Debbie, the wonderful woman who owns and operates the
ranch, had done so much to prepare for Shyla and me, including driving my mom back to I-5 and highway 96 so she could get my truck.
When we drove up the driveway on to the ranch, with its lush green
acres of pastures and paddocks, I got to meet Debbie's family and
many friends who were waiting to say hello to me. The ranch is full
of life and activity, clearly enjoyed by so many people, including Debbie's sons and her grandchildren, who must think of this amazing place
as a kind of paradise. There is even a pond near where my mom and I
stayed in the camper, and I know that if Debbie was my grandmother I
would be in that pond all day long, hunting for turtles or frogs, the
way I always did at my grandparents' lake in Idaho every summer.

Company on the Trail

June 11, 2014

Wednesday was a very busy day, beginning with an appointment with a shoer for
the horses, who had run through another
set of shoes by now. Rock Ernhart really
lived up to his name and proved to be a
real "rock" in my book as he generously
made time in his schedule to work around
our complicated plans. He also had to put
up with some poor behavior from Takoda,
who is feeling his oats due to all the time
off; Rock brought along his young son,
who was much more patient than my horses! While Rock was shoeing the horses,
Mom and Debbie moved the camper to
Hyatt Lake, but when they came back and
it was time to trailer to the trailhead and
get back on the PCT, Mom discovered she
had left the keys to my truck in her camper! Thankfully Debbie's son Chris came to
our rescue and borrowed a friend's truck,
and he took us to the trailhead along the 5 south of Ashland. Debbie rode with me on her mustang Abby; she competes
in endurance and ride-and-tie events and had ridden this section of the PCT before, so she was a great trail guide. The
miles flew by as we chatted and rode together, even though the late start meant that it was dark by the time we got to Hyatt Lake. Meanwhile, Mom had driven back to get the keys, then brought my truck and trailer up with Takoda, and that
way she could also take Debbie back to Ashland after we arrived. It was a long day, but so nice to meet such wonderful
people who added another fun chapter to the story of my journey.

Toad-in-a-Hole June 12, 2014
After Debbie and Abby returned to Ashland, we stayed at the horse
camp at Hyatt Lake, and on Thursday I rode south from Highway 140
back to Hyatt Lake on Shyla. The trail wound through the forest and
we startled a lot of deer and sent them leaping off into the woods as
we went along. At one point as we crossed beside a stream my “herp
senses” went into high alert, and I looked down to see this little toad
peeking out at me from his burrow in the soft mud of the bank. He
just sat there peering out and blinking at me from his hole where he
was safe and snug from predators.

Friday the 13th

June 13, 2014

On Friday I had the kind of adventure I hope not to repeat. Shyla and I set off northbound from the same trailhead on
140 where we had traveled south from the day before. In a sort of creepy foreshadowing of the bad day ahead, while we
were tacking up in the parking lot, some people there were joking with us--in reference to the date of Friday the 13th-that if I heard chainsaws on the trail we should run the other way. But at first my mom and I totally didn't get the joke
and the reference to the bloody movie; instead, we both thought of chainsaws as something wonderful, a sign of someone
clearing the trail as Bill Roberts did for me earlier, and we both wondered, "Why would we run AWAY?" To us, that
was something to go towards! Only later did we understand what they were really trying to say . . .
I left my truck parked at the trailhead lot, while Mom
drove the camper and the trailer with Takoda in it further north where we were going to meet at the equestrian trailhead on Seven Mile Rd. I had originally
thought I would be camping overnight in the Sky
Lakes wilderness that the PCT passes through in this
section–and ultimately I did, but in an unexpected and
unpleasant fashion. But when we saw the equestrian
camp on the map about 30 miles in, my mom and I
thought it would be a perfect place to meet so that I
wouldn’t have to camp, and then I was going to try
riding Takoda the following day into the Crater Lake
area. He is healing slowly, and we thought he might
be ready to ride again so we could hopefully give Shyla a much needed break.

But all our ideas were given a rude shock when I encountered snow in the appropriately named Devil’s
Peak area. I had earlier crossed several smaller snowbanks, and although I had contemplated whether I was going to have to turn back, each time I managed to safely get
through it. By this time it was growing late and I was within about six miles of the trailhead and meeting up with Mom.
However, I came to a snowfield that I felt was too dangerous to cross and in an area that was too steep for me to go
around, with shale cliffs on either side. I stared at the snow for a long time, seeing only the tops of trees and branches
sticking up through it like toothpicks, hoping I might find a path that appeared safe. But ultimately I had to conclude that
it just wasn’t doable, and I accepted that it was best for me to turn around, even though that meant riding back 24 miles
on trail I had just completed. It was 8:30 at night at this point, and I texted my mom with the bad news and even left her
a voicemail saying that I had run into snow and had to go back, but unbeknownst to me she had left the camp and was
walking toward me with Takoda and couldn’t receive my messages. Then, within an hour as the darkness fell around me

Friday the 13th cont.
I switched on my headlamp only to discover that the batteries were weak and I wasn’t going to be able to see well
enough to travel in the night. That’s when I knew I was in trouble and was going to have to camp out overnight.
My mom finally turned around and went back to the trail head when it got too dark and she hadn’t yet found me, thinking
perhaps that she had somehow missed me. That’s when she got a couple of my rather frantic messages about the snow,
and she tried texting me back to ask where I was going, thinking that I wanted her to meet me somewhere. She went
back to the camp and packed up and drove down the road throughout the night, checking at different trailheads and looking for me and Shyla, not knowing that we were hunkered down in the dark, shivering and cold, with no food and no water. I had several layers of clothes on since it had been raining when I left in the morning, but a lot of my clothes had
gotten wet, especially my legs and feet where the bushes brushed against me all day long. I took off Shyla’s saddle and
lay on the pad on the ground, with the saddle blanket that Bill Roberts had given me in Seiad Valley draped over my
shoulders. I really do think that blanket saved me; he had mentioned how useful the wool blankets that he used as pads
could be, since you could fold them in different ways so you always had a clean pad for the horse and they could also be
a warm blanket to be used if necessary, but I never thought I’d need that advice so soon. However, need it I did, and I
was tremendously grateful that I had it. I also finally took Shyla’s leg wraps off her hind legs and put them on my feet
instead of the wet shoes and socks that I was wearing, and that also helped keep my feet a little more protected. Nevertheless, it was a long, cold, uncomfortable night, with temperatures well below freezing, and I felt especially bad for Shyla, who kept nickering at me every little while, as if to ask where her food or water was or when we were going to get to
someplace warm and dry. It wasn’t until the sun began to rise around 5am that I finally got warm enough to actually fall
asleep a little bit, and I think Shyla appreciated the radiating heat from the sun as well.

Crater Lake June 14, 2014
After Debbie and Abby returned to Ashland, we stayed at the horse camp at Hyatt Lake, and on Thursday I rode
south from Highway 140 back to Hyatt Lake on Shyla. The trail wound through the forest and we startled a lot of
deer and sent them leaping off into the woods as we went along. At one point as we crossed beside a stream my
“herp senses” went into high alert, and I looked down to see this little toad peeking out at me from his burrow in
the soft mud of the bank. He just sat there peering out and blinking at me from his hole where he was safe and
snug from predators.

Too Much Snow Revisited

June 17, 2014

As planned, we took a rest day on Sunday, and on Monday I rode a section of the Crater Lake area south towards the
Sky Lakes Wilderness section where I got stopped on Friday, but I did so with rain and snow. And then things worsened as a snow storm came in overnight. I tried to ride the Sky Lakes section on Tuesday morning, but only got
about three miles before I made the decision to turn around. The people at the packing station where we had stabled
the horses had warned me that there was still a lot of snow above 6000 ft, and they weren't kidding. With continued
cold weather and more snow coming down, we had to admit defeat; we decided to try going south to cover some of
the ground we had skipped in May when there were snow issues in the Sierras. We called my guardian angel Carol
Pauli in Truckee, who once again came to my rescue (even with so little notice!) and agreed to take us in. So we
loaded the horses and headed south, hoping for better weather and better trail conditions. It's been hard to face the
fact that we can't make any progress, and it's frustrating and discouraging at times. I feel the pressure of a looming
deadline and the fact that neither Mother Nature nor the PCT give a fig for my schedule or my plans or my dreams.
It's a humbling situation, that's for sure . . .

Riding South

June 18, 2014

We returned to Carol Pauli's on Tuesday, and I
think the horses were just as glad to be back at
her house as I was; it feels like a warm welcome
home, even though both times we've come here
we've been fleeing snow! On Wednesday I
picked up the PCT again, this time riding south
from Sierra City and back towards Truckee. I
passed hiker after hiker on the trail, all headed
northbound, and I felt like a salmon swimming
upstream. I also got a chance to visit briefly
again with a hiker I met at the very beginning of
my journey, a guy I've nicknamed Tattoos, who
walked with us on part of the PCT going into
Scissors Crossing and who we also saw again
on Mt. Baden-Powell in a snowstorm. He was
very helpful with some information about the
snow conditions on the trail, although not all of
it was reassuring. My plan at this point is to
continue to travel south, hopefully as far as Tuolomne Meadows, if the PCT gods allow, although I've learned not to get my hopes up too
much. It's hard sometimes to find the right balance between optimism and realism, and not to
slide too far into despair when things keep turning out different than I'd planned.

Oh, Baby! June 19, 2014
Here's another rubber boa--a baby this time--that I found on the Granite Chief
trail heading down into Squaw Valley from the PCT to meet my mom. I've been
really lucky to see three of these guys so far, as they are rather rare, so eat your
hearts out, all you fellow herpers from Cal Poly!

Donner Pass

June 19, 2014

On Thursday I rode through the Castle Peaks area
where we had such problems on Mother's Day, but the
trail was completely clear this time--what a difference a
month or so makes! I then continued south over Donner Pass and towards Squaw Valley, where I took a side
trail out to meet Mom and go back to Carol's for the
night. The next day we were planning to move camp
(leaving behind all the care and comraderie at Carol's)
and stay at a campground with a corral farther south
along Lake Tahoe.

Beautiful Lake Tahoe

June 20, 2014

So far the decision to come to Tahoe has turned out to be a good one.
I’ve been able to make progress on the trail, riding through the Donner Pass area to Squaw Valley on Thursday and from Squaw Valley
to Barker Pass on Friday. On Friday we also moved camp, leaving
behind Carol’s wonderful hospitality to stay at a campground by Emerald Bay on Lake Tahoe. I also am dedicating this section of the
ride to the memory of Carol’s horse Chessy, who will be sadly
missed but joyfully remembered.

Work and Play

June 21, 2014

While I was toiling away on the PCT, Mom found time to hike down to the lake
at Emerald Bay. She said she took this picture looking back up at the mountains
that I was riding through. She also reports that the water was a little chilly, but
amazingly crystal clear when she went in for a quick dip. (Not that I would know
anything about having time for that, of course). But really, I can't blame her
much; she was also busy that same morning driving me to the trailhead, then
getting propane for the camper and groceries, and afterward she found a laundromat and finally came and picked me up at our ending point. So I guess if she
found a minute in there to have fun, I can't really hold it against her!
P.S. -- I also want to give a shout out to Siggie . . . I hear that I'm living your dream,
but I don't know if I'd be so sure about that if I were you (just kidding; and thanks for

reading my journal!).

Aloha! June 22, 2014
On Saturday, I passed Aloha Lake on my way from Barker Pass to Echo Lake. It's a
very big lake filled with many islands and inlets and coves, one of the largest of the
lakes I've seen in the mountains around Tahoe.

Carson Pass

June 22, 2014

I'm getting very familiar with the numerous passes on the Sierras as I travel southbound on the PCT, crossing paths
with the many northbound hikers. After riding briefly north from Barker Pass back to Squaw Valley on Saturday
(after we moved camp to Bayview by Emerald Bay), I again continued south from Barker Pass to Echo Lake, with a
little detour to avoid the snow that other hikers told me might make Dick's Peak difficult for the horse. I got into
Echo Lake as dusk was falling, so I didn't see the sign directing horses around on a different crossing for the dam.

Instead, I headed straight across it the way the hikers go, completely startling a man who was fishing on the dam at
the southern end of the lake. He watched in surprise as Shyla climbed up the steps to the metal grated crossing over
the spillway, her hooves making a hollow clattering sound as she went, then jumped down the other side onto the
dam itself, clearing the steps on that side altogether. As we walked past him on the dam, he said, "Well, this isn't
what I expected to see out here today!" and I told him, "Well, I didn't expect it either, but I don't know how else to
get across, so here we are!" Only afterwards from the other side did I see that there was a different option, and by
then it was too late. On Sunday we moved camp again to the Carson Pass area, and I rode back northbound to Echo
Lake, but this time I didn't have to cross the dam and interrupt anyone's fishing!

Blue Lakes

June 23, 2014

On Monday I headed south from Carson
Pass towards Ebbetts Pass, where I was
going to meet up with Alina, another thru
-rider on the PCT this year. I've been in
contact with her for months as she completed a ride of the PCT in 2013 as well,
with her brother Cameron helping her the
same way my mom is assisting me with
resupply and logistical support this year.
She has been a wealth of information and
I was really excited about the opportunity to meet--a very lucky chance, as she
was riding north along the same section
where I was headed south. On my way
to Ebbetts, I went by the beautiful Blue
Lakes area, which was appropriately
named, as can be seen in the photo!

Crossing Paths June 23, 2014
On Monday evening a wonderful chance occurrence brought Alina and I together on the trail. She had been at Sonora
Pass, checking out the snow conditions there, and she was able to give me greatly reassuring news that the snow was almost completely clear of the trail in both directions. I was heading south and she was riding north, and we met at Ebbetts
Pass to have dinner and share stories and adventures. Her tale about covering the last 60 miles to Canada last year was
amazing; it took her and her brother and her boyfriend a whole month, and they literally dug their way through snow to
get there after an early storm closed the trail and sent all the other hikers home, even when they were so close to the end.
They took shovels and broke open a path through the snow that was often waist deep, eventually resorting to an alternate
trail (though that was unmaintained and blocked by many downed trees). I heard from her that there are also some bad
washouts that still remain in that last section, and I'm not sure how I'm going to get through there. I really admire her
determination and perseverance, and I think what they did was incredible.

Another Friend on the Trail

June 24, 2014

Today I rode Takoda from Ebbetts Pass south to Sonora Pass, while
my mom took Shyla in the trailer ahead to meet us there. Sonora
Pass is perhaps the most beautiful of the passes I’ve covered so far
(though there are many others yet to come!), and I will be riding into
it again from the other direction in a couple of days, as I’m going to
skip south after this and ride back north from the Mammoth area.
Along the way I also met a very interesting person, Cliff Hardin, who
I had a chance to stop and talk to for a while. He is a retired trainer
whose horse, Ms. Skips Conclusion, was inducted into the Palomino
Horse Breeders Association Hall of Fame in 2013. He was on a section hike of the PCT, but he has already completed the “Triple
Crown” of long distance hikes, having covered the PCT, the Appalachian Trail, and the Colorado Trail–quite a feat!

From Mammoth to Yosemite

June 25, 2014

This was a long and complicated–but ultimately successful–day. It started with driving to Agnew Meadow, just
outside Mammoth, where my mom dropped off Takoda
and me for a ride over Donohue Pass into Tuolumne
Meadow in Yosemite. I was a little concerned about the
potential for snow, as Donohue rises over 11,000 feet, but
I should have been more worried about the rocky terrain,
which was very punishing for Takoda’s shoes and made
for slow going. Mom drove ahead to the campground at
Tuolumne, and Dad and his friend Richey Smith were
also driving up from L.A. to meet us there for dinner. I
ended up basically missing the meal, as I didn’t get in
until about 10:30 pm, and that was possible only due to
the help of some other people in the horse camp there, Dinah and David, who were horse packers themselves and who
put out a lantern to guide me to the right trail turning and even came out looking and calling for me in the dark.

Sonora Again

June 29, 2014

On Sunday I rode into Sonora Pass for the second time, this
time coming north out of Yosemite. I still think that Sonora is
the most breathtakingly impressive of the passes that I've seen
so far. We had to go more slowly than I had expected through
Yosemite, due to the rocky ground, which was basically just a
series of granite steps and cobblestones, and sometimes nothing
much like a trail at all, just a barely discernable track over naked rock. One of Takoda's shoes was coming loose, the first
time I've had problem with that, but thankfully I had an emergency boot with me that I could put on before he lost it (though
I'll have to try to get the horseshoer in Ashland, Rock Ernhart,
to tack it back on if I can as we head back into Oregon after this). As soon as I got into Sonora, I loaded up the horses
and got set to drive north to Redding, as I have an appointment on Monday at a vet in Redding for the health certificates
and Coggins tests that we need to cross back into Oregon.

New Method of PCT Travel?

June 30, 2014

I don't think this is how most people move down the PCT . . . and I
was obviously taking a short break, visiting with my mom and her
family where they were camping at Whiskeytown Lake outside of
Redding. I had stopped to get a vet check for the horses and to get
my truck repaired, so I decided to give myself a brief vacation and
join them for a little fun.

Trouble Ahead

July 1, 2014

The last couple of days proved to be a combination of challenges, with a little unexpected fun. First off, as I was driving
out of Sonora Pass on Sunday, my truck started having problems with the tachometer, and I feared a repeat of some of
the problems that I had with it after Old Station, when I stayed with Pam and Aaron Williams in Redding for a day or
two and got it fixed. It was a little ironic that once again I was on my way to Redding, and if I was more superstitious I
might have begun to wonder what it was about Redding that caused trouble for my truck. Since it was already getting
late, I worried about trying to drive and getting stuck on the road with the horses at night, but thanks to the Heins, who
were at Whiskeytown Lake with my mom, I was able to spend the night with some friends of theirs from Australia in
Minden, Nevada. It was
quite a menagerie of animals that I encountered
there, including eleven
dogs from their dog rescue
operation in Los Angeles,
and Shyla and Takoda
spent the night in the pasture with their cows. The
next morning they helped
me determine that the truck
seems okay to make the
drive to Redding, and
somehow I got there in
time to made my vet appointment. Afterwards,
Mom met me and we took
my car to the Dodge dealer
in town, where we learned that a computer component was failing, which was causing the malfunction. We decided to
get the truck fixed in Bend, which is where we are going next, and since I couldn’t drive there until the next day, I took
the afternoon off to go waterskiing at Whiskeytown, where my mother’s family was still camping with Pam and Aaron,
though the rest of the reunion was over. Then on Tuesday Mom drove the camper north to Bend while I took the truck
and trailer with the horses and stopped in Medford, where Rock Ernhart was incredibly kind and managed to meet me to
repair Takoda’s shoes. After that it was a mad dash to Bend to get there before the Dodge dealer closed at 6pm. We
sort of made it, but because we had to take the horses out of the trailer, then hitch the trailer to the camper instead and
reload the horses and take a lot of supplies out of my truck, we kept the service manager waiting for almost an hour after
closing time–I was so grateful for his patience, and I think he was just flabbergasted at the complexity of our arrangements! We finally left the truck there and continued onto the 242 outside of Sisters, Oregon, where we finally camped
for the night at the MacKenzie Pass trailhead. Darkness was falling and clouds were gathering overhead as we drove up
the narrow road, which is actually normally closed until some time in July, so we felt lucky that it was open, although
we should have realized that we were probably getting ourselves into a dicey situation. The black lava fields that we
drove past looked like some kind of moonscape, with pockets of snow still lingering in the jagged rock. As a thunderstorm moved in that evening, I should have seen it as a foreshadowing of the trouble ahead.

Day of Reckoning

July 2, 2014

There was still thunder and lightning and some rain showers in the morning as I tacked up Takoda and set off southbound on the PCT in the morning, hoping to meet Mom at Elk Lake later in the day. Almost immediately, we encountered snowfields that covered the trail, and the higher I went, the deeper the snow got. But due to the early morning temperatures being cool, and the storm clouds hiding the sun, the snow was hard and easily supported Takoda’s weight, and
so we continued by walking over the snow. We weren’t really having much difficulty, except for the fact that I couldn’t
see the trail itself, but my GPS app helped me to go in the right direction. But as the day went on, the storm cleared
away and the sun came out, and then the trouble started. The warming temperatures began to soften the snow, and Takoda started sinking in as we walked. By now it was 2 pm and it was too far to turn around and go back, and I pressed on,
hoping we’d come to an end of the snow. Then we hit a disaster; while we were crossing a high and narrow ridge, the
snow suddenly gave way completely beneath Takoda’s weight, and he and I fell off the mountain. I came out of the saddle when he slipped, and he and I tumbled down into a ravine until some boulders finally stopped us. Takoda was caught
between a tree and a rock, and I had to hang on
the tree and bend it away from him so he could
wiggle out. He was shaking and trembling, and
so was I, but at least we were both on our feet and
neither of us was seriously hurt. However, we
were a long ways from the trail and couldn’t get
back up the hill to it, as there was too much snow
and too steep a grade for us to climb up. We really could only go in one direction, which was
downhill, and we struggled through waist deep
snow until we got to a lower elevation and the
snow disappeared. By looking at my GPS, I
could see that the 242 was to the west, which was
the direction that I was headed–and the only way
that I could go. I managed to text my mom with my satellite communicator and she had some of her friends try to locate
where we were using the coordinates from my GPS; I was hoping that she could find a trail that we could get to, but
there was nothing but dense forest and jagged lava beds and a tangle of fallen trees around us. I kept pressing on, downhill and to the west, heading toward the road; when possible, I followed riparian areas around the streams to avoid the
almost impenetrable forest, and when I had no choice Takoda and I climbed up on the lava beds, where there were no
trees, but the rugged jumble of rocks made walking very difficult, and the sharp edges cut up Takoda’s legs and tore off
one of his shoes. At least I had my emergency boot with me, so I put that on him, and although two others also got
loose, they stayed on and we eventually made it to the road. My mom was trying to find us there, but she no longer had
cell service, so she was hunting the wrong areas until at last she met us walking up the road toward a trailhead where she
had been parked. We were both very relieved to see each other again; in some ways, this event was worse than the one
in June at Devil’s Peak, where I never felt lost and where the horse and I were always safe (even if my mother didn’t
know that), but at least because it was daylight this time and we had some communication we all felt less threatened. I
came close to pushing SOS on my satellite device a couple of times, especially right after we fell and when I wasn’t sure
whether or not I could get out, but I kept thinking that if I just worked hard enough and smart enough I could get myself
out of the jam I was in, and thankfully that proved true. However, now I’m beginning to wonder whether or not the trail
conditions in Oregon and Washington are going to allow me to complete the PCT in the time that I have available. I really set out on this trip with a great deal of optimism (and frankly, ignorance), thinking that I had enough time to finish
the distance I needed to cover. But I completely didn’t account for things such as late snowmelt (or even, in sunny California, imagine that snow existed on the trail in July, and even as I now hear, into August), and the time frame that I have
available before grad school begins at CSUN in August may not match with the window of opportunity that the PCT will
give me. I heard over and over again that one shouldn’t attempt to do the PCT on a schedule, and now I truly understand
what that means. I thought I had an adequate amount of time, and I probably do, but just not at the right time in terms of
the trail. Alina said once that the PCT tries all the time to kick your butt, and I’m finding that to be very true–and in a
variety of ways. Obviously, riding the PCT is something that you have to do on the trail’s time, and although I want
more than anything to be able to complete this journey, I may have to accept that reality will make that impossible. It’s a
difficult fact to wrap my mind around, but something that I may have to do.

Hop, Skip, Jump

July 6, 2014

I took a couple of days off after the fall with Takoda so that we could both recover and so that I could re-group and
try to devise a new strategy. But like the old saying goes, after you’re thrown you’ve got to get back in the saddle
again, and I was determined not to let this setback, as scary as it was, deter me from my goal if there was another
way to achieve it. I was able to take refuge at an amazing horse facility outside of Bend, Future Street Farm, where
Leanne Johnston generously let Takoda and Shyla have one of her lush green pastures while Mom and I stayed in
camper. We went out with Leanne and some of her friends to a brewery in Bend for the 4th of July and drank beer
and watched fireworks over Pilot Butte, and even though it was a holiday weekend, Leanne managed to get a great
farrier, Trevor Hall, to come out and take care of the horses’ shoes (Takoda had lost one in the accident, and another
was loose, and Yosemite had pretty much destroyed their shoes anyway). So late on Saturday we headed back south
again to just below Crater Lake, to the place where we had to stop a couple weeks ago and go back to California, and
when I got back on at Seven Mile Marsh Equestrian trailhead on Sunday, this time the trail was clear and I was able
to make good progress.

Another day, another dilemma

July 10, 2014

Over the next several days I rode Shyla and kept Takoda once again at the Diamond
Lake Corrals, with Wayne Watson, while I was out overnight on the PCT. The trail
remained snow-free, and I continued to Odell Lake (staying at the Whitefish horse
camp by Crescent Lake) and finally as far north as Elk Lake, at the southern edge of
the Three Sisters Wilderness where Takoda and I had our difficulty. Then Mom and I
made a mad dash late on the evening of the 10th all the way up to Cascade Locks,
where we camped overnight at the trailhead and where I would start riding southbound again on Friday morning. But of course, before we managed to get our act on
the road, we had to deal with another problem, when somehow the trailer popped off
the hitch as we were leaving the trailhead at Elk Lake. Thank goodness we were going very slowly through a rutted portion of the trailhead access road, and we were going downhill, so the trailer just slid under the camper and came to a stop. We had to
off-load the horses and chock the trailer and separate the vehicles and re-hitch and reload (and then double and triple check everything to be sure it was secure!), but it was
a lot less traumatic an event than I would have ever imagined. In fact, my mom and I
had a good laugh about how the trail has beaten us up so much that something like
this becomes a rather minor inconvenience in the grand scheme of things (something
that once upon a time I would have seen as a near disaster!).

A Preview of Coming Attractions July 11, 2014

While riding southbound away from the Columbia, at sunset I had this view of what awaits
me when I finally get to Washington . . . another forbidding pile of snow, Mt. Adams.

The Mighty Columbia

July 11, 2014

On Friday I rode south out of Cascade Locks toward Mt. Hood.
Looking back northward, I got this view of the Columbia River.

Mt. Hood - Up Close and Personal

July 12, 2014

On Friday I had a long day’s ride into Lolo Pass, in the shadow of Mt. Hood. I’d been able to talk to some northbound
thru-hikers, who warned me of some areas of snow ahead, but they thought it would be passable. Then on Saturday, as
Shyla and I made our way around the edge of the mountain, we came across an remarkable sight: snowboarders (I kid
you not!). There was one run still open on the mountain, and I had to
stop and wait till they went by me and the path was clear, and then Shyla and I went trotting across the slope before the next ones swooped
down toward us. I don’t think I’ve ever had to dodge snowboarders
while riding before–and I hope I never will again, as I can tell you that
I’ve had more than enough snow to last me the rest of my riding career!
I was supposed to meet Mom at Little Crater Lake and to stay at the Joe
Graham Corral horse camp by Timothy Lake, but because it was a
weekend the camp had no vacancies, so Mom couldn’t stay there. She
found a spot off a forest road a little north of there, near where the PCT
crossed a gravel road, but although she left signs for me at the trail
crossing, I didn’t see them in the dark, and she had no cell reception so
she couldn’t text me to tell me about the change of plans. It’s the first
time we’ve had a mix up like that where we didn’t manage to meet up where we were supposed to (although I know I’ve
given her plenty of anxious moments waiting late at night for me to turn up), but this time I was the one who couldn’t
find her where I expected her to be. I set out walking on the road toward Joe Graham Corral, and when it was getting
late and I hadn’t arrived where she was, she figured either I’d missed her signs or had a problem on the trail, so she
packed up and drove back towards civilization to get reception. But before she got that far, a man in a pickup truck

flagged her down and told her where to find me; he had seen me walking on the road and had stopped to help, calling the
rangers who waited with me until Mom arrived. We loaded right there in the road, and then the rangers actually managed to find us a spot at Joe Graham after all (a late cancellation had freed up a place), so we snuck in after midnight and
tried not to disturb the rest of the camp. This was the third long, late and difficult day in a row (we didn’t get settled at
Cascade Locks until after 1am, following a conversation with sheriffs about whether or not we were allowed to camp
there, and I didn’t get to Lolo Pass until after 11, and now it was the dead of night again), and all of us were feeling the
strain. We’ve had to work so hard to find enough open trail to ride on, and we’ve had to drive north and ride south, then
drive south and ride north, over and over again, until sometimes I don’t know which way I’m going. It confuses the other thru-hikers that I meet too, as sometimes I’m ahead of them and sometimes behind them and sometimes crossing the
same people going different directions at different times. But it’s been nice to also strike up some acquaintances with
people this way and to trade information about the trail and give each other notice of problems ahead and what to expect
along the way.

Another Roadblock

July 14, 2014

After several days of progress, I found I had to leave the trail again as I
rode south from Mt. Hood. I had passed through Lake Timothy and all
the way to Olallie Lake, but south of there Mt. Jefferson loomed, and
hikers who had come through talked of terrible conditions. I'm going to
give it another week, and possibly look into an alternate route. I did find
an alternate to the Three Sisters area, a trail to Green Lakes, which runs
parallel to the PCT but on the eastern side and at a lower elevation. It
will allow me to complete that area and then head up to Washington,
leaving only this short section around Mt. Jefferson and Three-Fingered
Jack to come back to in order to be done with the rest of Oregon.

Better Luck Next Time

July 15, 2014

After I had to stop riding southbound at Olallie Lake, I went back to the area around Elk Lake below the Three Sisters
Wilderness at the south end of the section where Takoda and I had our fall. I had earlier been able to ride as far north as
Elk Lake, completing the sections north of Crater Lake to that spot which marked the beginning of the snow area around
the Three Sisters. It's interesting that the three
"sister" mountains are nicknamed "Hope" (the
northern one), "Faith" (the middle one), and
"Charity" (the southern one), as hope is what I
was filled with when I first went into that area
on July 2, then I almost lost all faith in my
ability to complete the PCT after the fall we
had there, and now I was looking for a little
charity and kindness that might allow me to
finally get through this area. And I was in luck
this time; I rode an alternate trail (as the PCT
was still snow-covered) that took me through
the beautiful Green Lakes area on the eastern
side of the mountains and then back up to the
trailhead by Highway 242 where I had originally started from on July 2nd. It was an easy, clear trail, with beautiful views of the Three Sisters (all the more beautiful
because I got to see the snow from a safe distance!). I was riding along the eastern side of the mountains, while the PCT
travels on the western side, and I had no problem covering the same distance that before had proved so daunting. I had a
tremendous sense of relief and satisfaction to have finally conquered through this area.

A Lava Desert

July 16, 2014

After finally completing that cursed section through the Three Sisters Wilderness, I continued going north the next day,
working my way back up towards the Olallie Lake area around Mt. Jefferson and Three-Fingered Jack where I knew the
snow was still bad and which I was already certain I would have to skip until a later date. But I wanted to make that portion as short as I could, and having ridden as far down from north as I could, I was now trying to go as far up from the
south as possible, so that only a small area in-between would remain. So I was going today from the McKenzie Pass
area by the 242 to Santiam Pass, along Highway 20 west of Sisters, Oregon. The air was hazy and full of the smell of
smoke as we rode, the result of some wildfires that are
burning around the Mt. Jefferson and Timothy Lake areas,
which apparently were started by lightning during the
thunderstorms that I was riding through all day on Sunday, the 13th (what is it about the 13th? On Friday, June
13th, I had the problem around Devil's Peak south of
Crater Lake that sent me back to ride in California, and
now a month later the 13th was connected to some more
difficulty!). Much of today's trail passed through a bleak
terrain of ancient lava flows, with jagged black rocks jumbled everywhere as far as I could see. This was the same
sort of lava beds that Takoda and I had to somehow navigate after our accident on July 2nd, when we fell off the
trail and couldn't get back to it. I had no choice but to try
to find my way out, and the forest area was almost impenetrable, covered with fallen trees and waist-deep in snow in some places. The lava beds were almost as impossible to
navigate of course, but at least we could see where we were going as we picked our way over the boulders. Takoda ended up losing one shoe in the process and loosening another, and he badly scratched up his legs, especially his hind fetlocks, on the sharp lava, but most of the time it was a better choice than the forest itself. I still can't believe we managed
to do that; it was only possible for me to go one direction--downhill--but lucky for us that was the direction where a road
was, and using my GPS we finally succeeded in reaching it. Going through the lava today brought a lot of those memories back, and I was once again grateful to have made it out okay.

The Bridge of the Gods

July 17, 2014

At last, I'm leaving Oregon behind and heading to
Washington! We drove up last night to Cascade Locks,
which was as far north as I had gone before riding back
southbound earlier until I was stopped at Olallie Lake.
Now I was going to cross the bridge over the Columbia
and begin riding the first section of Washington. It really feels like an accomplishment to have gotten this far.
The bridge is made of metal, with an open gridwork
floor, and the woman in the tollbooth was skeptical that
Shyla would be willing to cross it, since you can look
right down through it to the river flowing below, and
besides that it makes a lot of noise ringing under the
horses hooves and vibrating to the tires of cars passing
in both directions. But Shyla was a trooper and she
marched across without problems (though I had to hold
onto my hat to keep it from blowing off in the strong
winds that day).

100 Miles in Washington

July 18, 2014

Once we had crossed the bridge into Washington, I drove towards Mt. Adams, yet another imposing colossus of snow,
with glaciers like frozen rivers pouring down its sides. I stopped to cache some food at different camping spots along the
way, because this is the end of the road as far as my mother is concerned, and she has to return home to teach a summer
school class, leaving me to do
the rest of the trail (or as much
of it as is clear) on my own.
The first 100 miles were at a
low enough elevation that I
was pretty sure they would be
clear of snow, and except for
some sections that I had to go
around above 6000 ft. on Mt.
Adams, that proved to be true.
We left my truck behind near
the bridge, and I'm going to
ride this 100-mile section after
Mom leaves, then pick up my
truck and return to Oregon to
try to complete that short portion around Mt. Jefferson (the
area that was once under
snow, but is now on fire!) After that, I'll return to Washington, and I'm hoping that Alina
and I might be able to connect
and ride at least some of the
trail together. If we run into
snow, I may simply have to concede and leave the rest of Washington for some other time, as I have to be back in Los
Angeles to start grad school at CSUN by August 20th, and I don't have the luxury of being able to wait until the trail is
clear. But I'm hoping that perhaps over the next week or so the majority of the snow will melt, and perhaps I'll be lucky
enough to manage to finish the Washington part of the trail before I have to go back home. I still have about 170 miles
left in the Sierras that I have to complete as well, but I think I can do that over the course of a couple trips from L.A.; if
I'm unable to ride through Washington due to snow by mid-August, I can't just drive back here on a weekend to get
through a section I had to skip, and as disappointing and frustrating as it will be, I'll have to leave it to another time,
probably after grad school is over, when I'll be able to wait for the conditions to be right. The PCT operates on its own

Horse’s Eye View

July 20, 2014

This is actually an old section of the trail (part of the ride from Scissors
Crossing to Barrel Springs) back when I was in Southern California, but
it gives you an idea of what the trail looks like at times. We're riding
along the spine of a ridge, with quite a view of the landscape below (and
there's a pretty funny moment at the end, when I'm trying to figure out
how to turn off the camera--I was obviously at the beginning of my
learning curve back then!)

To the Border… or Bust!

July 27, 2014

When I finished that first section in Washington, I drove back to Oregon, where I had left Takoda in the competent
hands of the Bend Equine medical center, as I was especially concerned about some scratches on his hind legs that resulted from the fall we took on July 2nd that had been slow to heal. He was looking much better, and I left Shyla at Future Road Farm and with the help of the husband of one of my mom's friends that she grew up with in Topanga, who
moved to Bend years ago, I went back once more to the Mt. Jefferson area in another attempt to complete that section.
Last time I had come through here, I had stopped at Olallie Lake due to snow, but since then lightning had started some
fires, and now much of the trail north of Santiam Pass (in fact, all the way to Timothy Lake at this time) was closed due
to fire. There was a PCT detour which involved a lot of road walking, and I had also identified what I hoped might be an
alternate trail, and Jim dropped Takoda and me off at a trailhead a little south of Olallie Lake, as close as we could get to
where we left off earlier. We started out down the alternate trail, but after a few miles there were signs that said it was
no longer maintained, and eventually the trail died out into the brush and was no longer identifiable. So reluctantly I had
to backtrack to the trailhead, and then I headed
out on a long road walk. Takoda and I walked
down small, narrow highway 46 to highway 22 at
Detroit and camped overnight, and then we tried
to walk the rest of the way along the highway to
the next place where I might be able to get back
to a trail to Santiam Pass, but the highway was so
busy, with logging trucks and motorcycles and
cars passing at high speeds, that I finally gave up
out of concerns for our safety. I hitchhiked back
to my truck and then picked up Takoda and headed once more to Future Road Farms, having decided that between the snow and now the fire,
Mother Nature had won this round and I was going to have to concede defeat. I think altogether I covered more miles on the road and detour and backtrack along the
trail than I would have if the PCT had been passable, and I was only missing a little bit of distance on both sides to
"connect the dots" between Santiam Pass and Olallie Lake, and this was as good as I could do, in the interest of safety.
After that, things got better when I headed back to Washington with both horses. We were going to make a base
camp with Carol Johnson at Pinebar Ranch in Ellensburg, and she graciously welcomed us with open arms despite being
in recuperation from back surgery. I had contacted Carol on the suggestion of Alina, who was also on her way to Ellensburg, and Alina and I plan to ride a lot of Washington together. But I had a couple days before Alina would arrive,
and I used those days to get to the Canadian border! I had already come reluctantly to the decision that I was going to
look for an alternate route to the last sixty mile stretch of the PCT, again due to issues over safety. I had been repeatedly
warned, most recently by Bob Woods of the PCTA, that the last sixty miles had some serious obstacles to stock as the
result of several landslides, the northern-most one of which was deemed impassable for stock. There was a suggested
detour, but Bob admitted that no one had been on that detour recently, especially since the recent catastrophic wildfires
in Washington had diverted all man-power away from trail maintenance and into fire-fighting. The elevation in that area
is also fairly high, so it was possible that snow would still present difficulties as well, and in addition to all that, there are
no roads from the U.S. side, so after getting to Canada I would either have to return on the same dangerous trail for many
miles or somehow arrange to be picked up in Canada (and get an export pass for the horse, which meant another vet visit). All those many things--landslides, detour, elevation, possible snow, poor maintenance, export pass, transportation
problems--made it finally overwhelmingly difficult to imagine completing it successfully within the timeframe that I
have to work with, so I found another trail that would take me to Canada and allow me to complete the border-to-border
ride, even if not all of it was on the PCT.
So on Sunday I drove north from Ellensburg with Takoda to Ross Lake, which stretches north to Canada slightly
west of the PCT, and we started our ride up the East Bank trail. I covered the first 13 miles and camped that night, then
set out in the morning to ride the rest of the way to the border. I was going to make it to Canada, one way or another!

Canada!

July 28, 2014

Getting Closer...

Well, we did it--we got to Canada! I know it's not the PCT
monument in Manning Park, but it still felt like a tremendous
accomplishment to actually reach the northern boundary of the
United States, after so many miles and so many obstacles. I
still have some parts of Washington to fill in to complete the
whole journey (and some sections of the Sierras in California,
too), but it is amazing to think that I actually got all this way
on horseback.

July 28, 2014

The trail along the lake on Sunday was beautiful and well-maintained,
and Takoda and I made good time. But on Monday, when we headed to
the border and went inland, things changed rapidly for the worse. First
of all, the trail ended up being much longer than I realized, and by the
time the day was done and I returned to camp, Takoda and I covered
about 40 miles. But the worst part was the constant battle with downed
trees. Takoda was jumping trees like a grasshopper, and sometimes having to leap over one, then stand perfectly still while I moved some more
branches out of his way and cleared another space, then leap again
across more logs or scramble up or down a bank to get around the tree.
It made for very slow and difficult progress.

Selfie at the Border

July 28, 2014

My arm isn't long enough to get Takoda and me AND the border sign, so you'll have to take my word for it that I'm actually at the border here (not quite sure why, but the marching band and welcome committee that I expected wasn't there to
meet me . . . nor were there any paparazzi to take my picture for me. At the very least, I really wanted to see a
"mountie!"). But I am wearing the "Takoda" t-shirt that my mom bought for me at the restaurant in Sisters, Oregon, in
celebration of the horse that got me this far.
Actually, however, even though it was Takoda at both "bookends" of the ride, it's been while riding Shyla that I've probably covered more miles on the trail, although to be fair, sometimes Takoda was right there doing the miles also, but
serving as pack horse rather than being ridden. In both cases, I am incredibly proud of these two horses, who have given
their all day after grueling day, despite tremendous obstacles and very challenging circumstances. They have put up with
getting in and out of trailers (and I've got a very small, old, outdated trailer, so that's not a luxury accommodation!),
moving constantly, being separated and reunited and separated again, riding in rain and snow and blazing heat, getting
fed at all sorts of irregular hours, hitting the trail before dawn and staying out on it long after dark. There is truly some-

thing noble and generous and forgiving and tolerant in a horse's heart. I'm sure if they
thought about it, they would have often concluded that I was stark raving mad to be
doing what I'm doing--and making them do it too. But they have never complained or
flat-out refused to do what I asked; even if they didn't like the looks of what I was
wanting them to go across or over or under or around, and even if they made their
doubts apparent at times, they always eventually accepted and did their best to accomplish what I required of them. Each of them has a different personality and different
strengths and weaknesses, and at times I'm sure--like every traveling partner--we've
been frustrated and sick of each other's company and close to wanting to call the whole
thing off. But they have never quit on me, not once. They have always been there,
nickering softly to me at night on the highline to let me know that they'd appreciate a
drink of water, pawing at their grain bags when I'm a little slow to get them what they
really want to eat instead of grass, patiently waiting for me while I clear a trail for
them, greeting each other with enthusiastic whinnies when they reunite at the end of a
ride or the end of a couple days apart. They are more than just a horse or a means of
getting from one place to another--they are my friends, at times my lifelines, always
my companions and dedicated helpers, and I owe this whole trip to both of them.

Bighorn Sheep

July 29, 2014

After reaching the border on Monday, Takoda and I still had to backtrack on the same trail along Ross Lake, and we didn't return to our
camp until almost 1:00 a.m. due to the difficult state of that part of the
trail, with Takoda once again having to make like a gazelle as he hopped
over downed trees. I've decided that jumping is Takoda's strength
(unlike Shyla, who hates to jump, but is a champion walker who can
churn out the miles hour after hour and never seems to get tired). The
next day, exhausted from lack of sleep but exhilarated to have made it to
the end point, Takoda and I rode back to Highway 20 and returned to
Ellensburg, where we were going to meet up with Alina to ride the next
portions of the PCT in Washington. It turns out that I was really lucky
in my timing (something that hasn't happened very often on this trip!),
as I managed to sneak through a window of opportunity when Highway
20 through Rainy Pass was open, both on Sunday when I drove up to
Ross Lake and Tuesday when I returned. The devastating fires in Washington have been destroying homes and forests and often closing major
highways, one of which was Highway 20, but each time it was open
when I happened to be going through. I also got lucky in another sense,
as I got to see these two huge bighorn sheep rams crossing the road and
stopped to watch them and take a picture as they went by.

On the “Catwalk”

July 30, 2014

Although a lot of the PCT has been narrow and often
threaded its way along tops of mountain ridgelines,
the "catwalk" proved particularly dramatic with it's
spectacular views of the steep mountainsides around
us. This is a shot looking back at Alina and Bub as
we made our way north through this area.

Snoqualmie to Stevens Pass

July 30, 2014

Takoda and I raced back to Ellensburg after our sprint to the border in order to join up with Alina and her horse, as we
are going to ride some of the Washington sections together. I first got to meet Alina and her horse Bub (trail names
"Nightrider" and "Valentino") in Ebbett's Pass, but
she has been a kind of mentor to me throughout this
ride, as she completed a thru-ride last year and spent
the year before that researching the trail by driving
the entire length of it and checking out the trailheads
and road crossings, so this is really her third pass on
the PCT in as many years. She has been a wonderful
source of information and advice, and I've seen her
avoid many of my rookie mistakes (such as attempting to do a trail section where there was bound to be
snow), although I understand that last year was a
more difficult trip for her than this year, when all her
accumulated experience is really paying off. But I
was able to help her a little here, as her truck's alternator went out (I know something about having vehicle problems myself!), so we had to get her car to the mechanic before loading everything in my truck and heading to Snoqualmie, while
her boyfriend was going to come up from Salem, Oregon to help out at the other end of our ride. So we didn't get on the
trail as early as we had planned, riding out of Snoqualmie in extremely hot weather, and heading into the dramatic
"catwalk" area of the mountains north of there.

Razor’s Edge

July 30, 2014

Soon after Snoqualmie, we began climbing steeply among the jagged
peaks that surrounded the "catwalk" section of the PCT.

Deep Lake

July 31, 2014

On our second night on the trail, we stayed near Deep Lake on our way to
Stevens Pass. After the catwalk area, the trail quickly turned difficult due
to the constant clog of downed trees. At times we were only able to make
about a mile of progress an hour, as we had to constantly dismount and
clear a path or find a way around an obstacle.

A Forest Maze

August 1, 2014

The difficult trail conditions continued, and now on top of that, we were getting rained on much of the day. We had been
burnt to a crisp with triple-digit heat the first two days, but now the heavens opened up and we were deluged with rain, in
addition to battling washouts along the trail and more and more downed trees. At times, it looked impossible to get
through, and once again I was struck by the way that riding this trail is so different from hiking it. Over and over again, I
have run into hikers who have remarked at how "easy" I have it because I'm riding, or how doing the trail on horseback is
"cheating" in some way. If only they knew the reality! I understand that hiking has its own problems, of course, especially the physical wear of carrying a pack and actually moving your body across mile after mile of trail. But riding comes
with a whole different set of responsibilities and dilemmas, which I think few hikers fully appreciate. Only Cliffhanger,
the retired horse trainer that I met on the trail in June, and who has been become a wonderful friend and tireless supporter,
seemed to know what riding the PCT entails--and that's undoubtedly because he knows horses. But he also knows hiking,
as he has completed the "Triple Crown" of
hiking, completing not only the PCT, but also
...every decision I make has to be made with the
the AT and the CT as well. So he knows what
knowledge that my horse is depending on me to
he's talking about, both in terms of hiking and
riding, and he told me that even completing a
keep it safe and sound and trusting in me for everyTriple Crown is nothing compared to riding
thing. ...it is not a burden to be taken lightly, nor
the PCT. I think he's being a little overly modone I can ever put down or leave behind, not for a
est about his own achievements, but his words
really warmed my heart--and Alina's too,
single moment.
when I told her about it. What hikers don't
realize is the tremendous freedom that they
have compared to riding, and the relative ease with which they can overcome obstacles. Things that hikers can just
scramble over or under (such as trees on the trail) become major problems on a horse, which can't just climb over a log or
strap on crampons to walk across a snowfield. And don't even think about "glissading" on a horse (I know, because Takoda and I did it, and it wasn't fun). A hiker can stop and rest along the trail, or camp whenever and wherever he or she
wants, but with a horse I'm tied to finding a water source, since there's no way I can carry sufficient water for my horse.
Even carrying food is more difficult, as horses require a lot of it, and if you think the horse can just eat "free" on all the
grass on the trail, think again--often grazing is strict forbidden in national parks and monuments (and camping near water
also restricted), and even if it is allowed, there isn't always good grazing at the places where you need it (or even any at
all, depending on the terrain and the weather and the time of year, etc.). It takes a hiker just a few moments to set up
camp or pack up in the morning, but I have to take care of my horse (and sometimes two), which entails unsaddling and
grooming and getting water and feed and setting up the highline--and then reversing the procedure in the morning. I'm
often up in the middle of the night making sure the horses have water or food or didn't get tangled in the highline (or get
loose and walk away). I can't just take a "zero" any place that I come to; there has to be facilities for horses available, and
often if I do have a "rest" day, that day is consumed in finding a feed store and getting more supplies or trying to locate a
farrier or moving my truck and trailer (or trying to find some good Samaritan who can help me do that). More than any
other people on the PCT, riders are dependent on "trail angels" to help them; even those who are technically
"unsupported" really aren't, since even if there's no single person following along at times and helping (the way my mom
was able to do at times in southern California and for a while recently), we still rely on people to help move our trucks or
let us board our horses with them or all the many other things, big and small, that make it possible to achieve our goal.
Not to mention just the sheer sense of responsibility for the health and welfare of a 1000 lb. animal at all times--every decision I make has to be made with the knowledge that my horse is depending on me to keep it safe and sound and trusting

in me for everything. My horse might physically
carry me down the trail (although I do spend a lot
of time walking every day, often ten or twelve
miles, even if that sounds minor to a hiker used to
covering that before lunch), but I "carry" my
horse on my back in a different way, and it is not
a burden to be taken lightly, nor one I can ever put
down or leave behind, not for a single moment.
After this experience on the PCT, I guess if
things don't work out with grad school, I can always get a job as a lumberjack . . .

The Wild Life

August 2, 2014

Often it feels like a never-ending grind to get up each morning and
ride, trying to make a little more progress in the goal of completing
the trail, with every day presently new challenges--and if nothing else
then some long, seat-numbing hours in the saddle until I can finally
fall exhausted into my tent at the end of it, most of the time well after
dark and with only a short time to sleep before I do it all over again.
Definitely not a very exciting life we lead out here on the PCT! But
there are certainly some days that stand out and offer a brief respite
and encouraging rewards, and getting to see some of the amazing variety of wildlife along the way has been one of those special benefits.
In this case, I came across a couple of female elk grazing nonchalantly by the side of the road as I was driving back to Keene's horse camp
near Mt. Adams, in order to begin what I knew was going to be a difficult few days on the trail.

Into the Goat Rocks Wilderness

August 4, 2014

On Sunday I rode north out of Keene's horse camp (which is where I had earlier started from
in a ride south on the first 100 miles through Washington), and I knew that I was headed towards an area that was going to be particularly challenging, the Goat Rocks Wilderness. I had
especially been warned about the Knife's Edge, a section of very narrow trail balanced on the
spine of a ridge, and I was concerned about possible snow as the elevation on the PCT gets to
its highest point in Washington here, at about 7500 ft. Other southbound hikers that I had met
recently had told me there was still some snow, and I didn't know if I would be able to get
through this area or not. I camped overnight at a lake just south of Goat Rocks, and then proceeded north on Monday, climbing steeply over beautiful green hills toward the barren mountains ahead.

The Knife’s Edge

August 4, 2014

This is a view of the
famous Knife's Edge,
which runs right along
the spine of the mountain ridge; if you look
closely (arrow) you can
see a faint trail leading
up along the bare rock
surface in the middle of
the picture. Most of the
trail itself was clear of
snow, but there were
snowfields that I had to
cross at other times, and
thankfully Shyla and I
managed to scramble
our way over them (I
was slipping and sliding
more than she did,
thanks to the studs on her shoes).

Mt. Ranier August 5, 2014

I got to White Pass on Monday night, then rode north from there to Chinook Pass under the watchful presence of
Mt. Rainier. Unfortunately, when I got to Chinook, the food and water that I had cached there for Shyla was
missing--the first time that had happened. It definitely sent me into a panic, as I had no water for her, and we still
had two days of riding ahead and I wasn't sure how we would make it if I couldn't get more food for her (part of
the cache was food I was going to take with me on the next section). But thankfully, just when I was beginning to
think we would be stranded there without supplies (and after my mom had called Carol in Ellensburg and she was
even going to drive out with replacements the next morning) I encountered someone with a horse trailer who
could give us enough not only for that night, but to continue on the next day, and all was saved!

Helping Hands August 6, 2014
With our new supplies Shyla and I continued north out of Chinook Pass on Tuesday, and once again I was reminded of
how thankful I am for all the people who help to make a ride like this possible. Besides getting the food and water we
needed (and having Carol's generous offer to drive out to help if we hadn't been lucky enough to find another good Samaritan), at the same time that I was riding, my aunt Karen and my cousin McKinley were making a heroic trip to move
my truck and trailer to the ending point of this section at Snoqualmie. I had a different person who had originally volunteered to do that chore, but who ultimately found it impossible to carry
through, and I know myself how much
driving (and over sometimes difficult
terrain) is involved in that and how
sometimes even good intentions aren't
enough. So I was incredibly relieved
when Karen and McKinley were willing
to step in at the last minute--even
though they live in Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, and it was going to be over 900
miles of driving for them (in fact, they
got a late start and didn't return home
until 6 a.m. the next morning!). As if
that wasn't enough, however, I also encountered by chance one of the PCTA
officials, Bob Woods, who had been corresponding with my mom and me for the past several weeks, telling us about
trail conditions and giving us updates and helping us make decisions about what our next steps should be. After getting
so much helpful information from him, it was a real pleasure to actually meet him. And he was there in the Norris Peak
Wilderness bringing supplies to a crew who was working on trail maintenance--another thing that makes it possible for
the rest of us to even have a trail in the first place. I got to meet some of the trail crew and thank them in person for all
that they are doing (and tell them how I often wish there many more like them!) to keep the trail as safe and passable as
possible. It was definitely a day to remind me how even when we think we're out here solo, hiking or riding all on our
own, none of us do this journey alone.

Last Days in Washington

August 10, 2014

On Saturday, Alina and I teamed up again for my last section in Washington (she has one more stretch to do after this), leaving from Stevens Pass
and heading towards Stehekin, where we planned to take a zero day and
then we would be separating as she rode on to Rainy Pass and I would
"connect the dots" to the trail I took along Ross Lake to the Canadian border. I had wonderful help with my truck in this section, as a friend of my
mom's named Paul Larson--someone she grew up with in Topanga and
who now lives in Seattle and who along with his wife went to Cal Poly
like me!--moved my truck from Stevens Pass to Ross Lake. He had the
help of the Kiels, who are the people who first told me about Alina and her
thru-ride the previous year, so it really seemed like a very fitting "full circle" kind of thing! They were so efficient that I think the truck engine didn't even cool off from the time I left to the time they arrived, and I was so
grateful for the peace of mind I had, knowing the trailer would be waiting
for me at the other end, and very appreciative of all the effort they made
on my behalf. This section turned out to be the very hardest of all, both for
the terrain and for the weather. The first day or so were alright, but the
last two days into Stehekin we faced a forest of downed trees, sometimes

literally one right after the other, stretching as far as we could see. And then the skies opened up and poured on us also,
so that we were camping in the rain and pulling on our wet clothes from the day before in the morning. The thing that
made it all worthwhile was Stehekin itself. We arrived at the High Bridge campground about 2 am, but by 8:00 we
were up and headed for the bus stop to catch a ride into town to visit the famous bakery there. The rain had caused a
mudslide that blocked the road so the bus couldn't get through, but a ranger from "our side" of the slide gave us a ride as
far as the blockage, and we scrambled over the mud and rocks to where the bus could pick us up on the other side. And
boy, was it worth it! I don't know if was just the fact that we had worked so hard to get there, but that was the best food
I think I ever had, sitting in the warm and cozy bakery and stuffing our faces with deliciousness.

Into the Valley of Fallen Trees August 12, 2014

As Alina and I headed north from Stevens Pass
towards Stehekin, we faced a densely forested
wilderness area, full of downed trees and other
obstacles. It was beautiful, but also foreboding.
It didn't help that we had rain much of the time
as well. This was taken during one of the brief
breaks in the weather, when the clouds were
clearing up ahead.

North from Stevens Pass

August 12, 2014

We had been warned that this section of the trail would be one of the most
challenging, and it certainly lived up to--or exceeded--that claim. The
mountains were steep and rugged, and still had snow on the peaks, and the
forests seemed impenetrable at times. There is an awesome beauty about
the landscape, and it commands respect.

Trees, Trees (Boulders and Washouts) & More Trees

August 15, 2014

After Alina and I separated north of Stehekin on Wednesday, I rode on to the Ross Lake trailhead following a series of
trails off of the PCT to get there. I took the Parker Creek trail to the Thunder Creek trail to the Panther Creek trail, and
that last one turned out to be not really meant for stock. About two miles from the trailhead where my truck was waiting, Shyla was negotiating a series of extremely narrow, short and steep switchback; there was hardly enough space for
the length of her body after one turn before she would have to switchback the other way. The ground was soft and slippery due to the recent rains, and at one point she slipped and went over backwards, rolling over me and down the hill.
She was stopped by some small saplings, one of which cut her neck, and I was glad that we were only a little way from
the end of the trail and some first aid supplies in my truck.
After I got back to Ellensburg, where Takoda has been staying with Carol Johnson, who has been an amazing "angel" to
us (even helping to arrange for a horseshoer to put new shoes on Shyla after she lost one during our last ride out of
Snoqualmie), Alina sent me this list of the downed trees in the Stevens to Rainy Pass section that we just completed.
She got it from a trail maintenance crew--who obviously have their work cut out for them! Because it is a national forest
area, and also prone to fires, trail crews are not allowed to use chain saws to clear the downed trees, but have to cut them
all by hand. This list gives the PCT mile marker location of each tree, as well as its diameter and sometimes other remarks (I especially liked the exclamation mark after the 72" diameter one). It will give you an idea of what Alina and I
were faced with:
PCT mile marker
Tree diameter

PCT mile marker
Tree diameter

PCT mile marker
Tree diameter

PCT mile marker
Tree diameter

2478.39 rotten 18"

2519.8 12"

2527.00 3-12" & boulder

2543.3 18"

2479.84 r otten 30"

2520.18 12" & 30"

2527.2 42"

2543.4 42"

2484.56 30"

2520.42 12"

2528.02 42"

2543.5 72"!

2486.39. 12"
2486.45 24"
2489.86 6"
2492.94 30"
2497.52 24"

2520.5 12"
2520.95 18"
2521.25 18"
2521.5 rotten 36"
2522.32 2-12"

2528.2 2-12"
2532.80 8"
2536.00 30"
2536.61 30"

2543.77 30"
2543.8 4-8"
2543.9 12"
2544.04 30" &36"
2544.1 30"

2522.34 4-12"

2536.7 18"

2499.38 8"

2522.36 36"

2537.8 8-8"

2544.91 30"

2499.65 48"

2522.37 18"

2537.9 12"

2544.5 18"

2499.85 12"

2522.39 12"

2538.1 4-8"

2544.6 42"&12"

2499.97 24"

2522.48 24"

2538.54 12"

2544.7 30"

2538.99 36"

2545.30 48"

2541.89 24"

2545.4 30"&18"

2542.0 24" & 8"

2545.5 42"

2501.07 18"
2501.95 36" pieces
2502.35 8"

2522.6 24"
2522.9 48" & 2-30"
2523.0 48"
2523.1 30"

2544.2 12"&30"

2516.76 18"

2523.31 12"

2542.09 18"

2546.18 36"

2517.22 12"

2523.52 2-12"

2542.2 8"

2546.3 4-18"

2517.32 18"

2523.62 12"

2542.76 12"

2546.7 2-8"

2518.06 2-48"

2524.07 24"

2542.8 8"

2546.9 2-12" & 2-8"

2518.2 12" & 24"

2524.14 18"

2542.9 30"

2547.17 30"

2543.11 24" & 8"

2547.3 18"

2543.2 2-18" & 2-8"

2547.4 8" & 24"

2518.87 2-48 " & 1-24"
2519.33 18" & 36"

2524.47 30"
2525.5 8"

plus 38 more trees

California, Here I Come!

August 18, 2014

I drove south out of Washington on August 16th and
17th, after finishing that last leg from Stevens Pass to
the Ross Lake trailhead. My mom borrowed a trailer
and met me at Mammoth to take Shyla back home to
Topanga where Dr. Beth Stolzy would be able to stitch
up the wound on her neck that happened in the fall at
the end of our last ride in Washington. My goal for this
short ride was to ride south from Agnew Meadows on
the east side of the Sierras near Mammoth, coming out
on the west side at Vermilion Valley Resort above
Fresno. I only had a two days before having to get to
CSUN for some grad school orientation, so I had to
ride fast, but at least the trail was much more cooperative here than it was in Washington. It was so strange to have it
well-maintained and clear of trees after the struggles we had in the last stretch around Stehekin! And the trail was
swarming with hikers, especially since in this part the PCT and the John Muir Trail follow the same track, and this was
the height of the hiking season in the Sierra.

From Mammoth to Vermillion Valley Resort

August 18, 2014

Although further south the trail was dominated by bare granite later, as I first rode out of the Agnew Meadows area on my way to
Vermilion Valley Resort, on Edison Lake, I passed some impressive lakes and thick forests. Edison Lake was especially frightening to see because of the extremely low water levels; essentially the
lake has been drained to keep up irrigation for the farms in the central valley. But the high alpine lakes still looked full, even unusually large ones like this.

Forrester Pass

August 23, 2014

From the beginning of my ride in April, I had been
warned about Forrester Pass, the highest of the passes on the PCT at 13,000 feet. It was an imposing
pile of rock, that's for sure, and as we approached, I
couldn't even see where the trail went--it seemed
just to dead-end against a wall of stone. Then I realized that we were going basically straight up the
wall, on a tiny thread of a trail. I was glad that it
was just Shyla and me on this section, although I
was humbled when I met a pack string on the other
side, clearly headed over the pass from the other
direction. There were two riders on horses, each of
them leading three mules, and the packs on the
mules where the biggest loads I've ever seen. It was hard to even imagine how the mules could negotiate the narrow
ledge or the tight switchback at the top. But clearly, they could. I have a new-found appreciation for mules!

Horseshoe to Kearsarge

August 24, 2014

The last week or so has been a complete blur. After Takoda and I rode south from Agnew Meadow
to Vermilion Valley resort, my mom's friend Jason met me there with the camper despite having
to negotiate his way around a wildfire that was
burning in the area and had created some road
closures. We raced home for the first meetings
for grad school and my T.A. position at CSUN,
finally arriving about 6:00 am on Wednesday. I
had meetings with my graduate advisor that day
and the next, as well as some orientation sessions
to attend, then a T.A. meeting on Friday, after
which my mom picked me up with the truck and
trailer and we drove to Horseshoe Meadow so that I could do another short section over the weekend. I rode north up
and over Forrester Pass at 13,000 feet, the highest point of the entire PCT, and one of the highest of all the Sierra passes.
We also went by Mt. Whitney (which isn't all that much higher than Forrester), and then Mom picked us up at the Onion
Valley trailhead after we came off the PCT via Kearsarge Pass. Just a few hours later, early Monday morning, I was
back at CSUN, teaching my first lab section as a grad student and T.A. I have more teaching on Tuesday, as well as
some classes that I am very excited about, and then one last section of the PCT to finish up before I can say that I've
done it all, when I'll be going back over Kearsarge to the PCT to ride the rest of the way north to Vermilion Valley Re-

The Last Leg

August 28, 2014

On Thursday I set out on the last leg of the journey, which will take me from Kearsarge Pass back north to Vermilion
Valley Resort. It seemed fitting to end the ride with both horses on the trail, riding Shyla while Takoda packed. Things
didn't get off to a good start, however. Because grad school had already started and I had a class until 9pm on Wednesday, Mom drove up ahead of me with the horses to set up
camp near Lone Pine, and I was going to follow and get
there as soon as I could. She got into the camp ground
where--thanks to a friendly camp host--she was able to create a make-shift corral, even though this wasn't an official
horse camping site. But after she went to sleep, the horses
somehow got loose, and she awoke to hear their hooves
clattering on the pavement as they ran down the road, heading in the direction of highway 395. She ran after them,
but it was pitch dark and she couldn't find see them and
soon she could no longer hear them either. So she went
back and got the camper (which took a little while, as
things had to be secured and put away) and then drove
down the road after them. Over the past five months, they
have become very accustomed to the sound of that truck,
with its distinctive heavy-duty diesel engine growl; usually, one of them is in the trailer behind it, and the other one is
being picked up, and they associate the sound of the truck with happy things--with reunion, and rest, and food. As soon
as they heard the truck, they came trotting out of the darkness toward it, and Mom was able to catch them. Just about
then, I drove up too, and we made certain to secure the horses to the highline this time when we got them back to camp.
It was a very short and not very restful night, but we were glad that the horses didn't get hurt or lose any shoes as a result
of going AWOL. The whole section might never have been completed if something like that had occurred, because I'm
not sure when I would have enough consecutive days to ride the 100 miles that remain. The next morning, we drove to
the Onion Valley trailhead again, and I headed out onto the trail for the last time.

The Finish Line

August 31, 2014

Believe it or not, I finally did it! On Sunday, August 31, I rode into Vermilion Valley Resort
from the south, completing the last remaining stretch of the PCT in the Sierras. I've now officially gone from the Mexican border to the Canadian border on horseback, beginning on April 4,
2014 and ending on the 31st of August--just shy of five months. By the end, I think I was down
to just hanging on by my fingernails: I dropped my phone and broke it (thus no photos to accompany this entry, though I hope to get it repaired and to be able to fill in some additional entries
and photos), so I had no GPS or maps; my DeLorme had stopped functioning, so I had no emergency communication; I had managed to leave my headlamp at home, so I had very limited visibility at night. Yet there I was, in the dark, with only the stars and a rapidly setting crescent
moon overhead and a tiny flashlight in my hand, finding my way along the last few miles of the
PCT then navigating the turnoff to Vermilion Lake across the dry bed of Edison Lake, determined to get to the trailhead--and a warm bed, a shower, and dinner for the horses and me. It
helped tremendously that I had already traversed that last part from the PCT to Vermilion less
than two weeks ago when I rode south from Agnew Meadow, so I was familiar with that portion
of the ride, now that I was "connecting the dots" from the other direction to finish the ride. It's
not the way I imagined completing this adventure back when I first was inspired to ride it--I
thought then I'd be going steadily northbound, section by section, from southern California's desert and chaparral to the Sierra Nevada's peaks to the forests of the Cascades in Oregon and
Washington to the border of Canada--a straight, steady trek up the spine of the west coast. Little
did I know of the obstacles and obstructions (mainly snow!) that would make that idea an utter
fantasy, nor did I realize how completely unrealistic my August 20th deadline was, given the fact
that the snow-melt in northern Washington wouldn't even really be complete by then; when Alina
and I were on one section in Washington, we camped by a completely frozen-over lake and had
to take my axe to the ice to get water for us and the horses, and this was in mid-August! Some
stretches of the trail are snow-free for only few weeks, late August or early September to sometime in October or so when the first snows begin again. And I was lucky that it was a low snow
year--I'm sure there are some years when it might never quite melt at all. Of course, it did turn
out that even in this low year, much of the snow came late in the season, and there was a cool
spring, so the melt was delayed, but then the summer heat set in with a vengeance, and once it
did begin melting, it went fast--which was a good thing for me, because I was definitely running
out of time.
All in all, this was a life-changing journey, one that was so much more than I had ever dreamed it
would be, in so many ways. I've learned a great deal--about snow especially! I feel very intimately aware of snow, to an extent I never even thought was possible, and I'll forever look at the
landscape and the relation between elevation and latitude and snow levels in a manner that never
would have occurred to me before. I had high moments that made me feel accomplished and
competent and happy--and low ones that almost broke me, moments when I questioned whether I
could or should continue or if I could even make it through the next few miles, or over the snowbank ahead, or to the next water source. I found I was stronger and more resourceful than I ever
knew, but also that I needed and depended on some of the people in my life, and the new friends
that I met, in ways that I hadn't realized. And when people ask me, "So, what did you do this
summer?" and I say, "I rode my horses on the PCT from Mexico to Canada," and they reply,
"Oh, that's nice. I visited my family in Texas" or "I spent a week in Hawaii," I realize they have
no idea what I really did, or what that even means. Sometimes it seems as if they think I was out
for an amble down a bridle path or something, perhaps stopping for tea and sandwiches along the
way. And I realize they never will know, and I'll never be able to tell them, either, because it's
something so deep inside me there really are no words for it. And maybe it's better that way.
Everyone's trail is a different trail; this was my journey, and it will always be mine alone.

